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Abstract
Mapping the structural network topology of the human brain is a fundamental
challenge in science, and one that may advance our understanding and treatment
of neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders. Diffusion-weighted magnetic
resonance imaging (DWI) is currently the only non-invasive technique for probing
the structural connectivity in the brain in vivo. Its principle is based on indirect
measurement of the diffusion anisotropy of water, which is correlated with tissue
microstructure. Estimating the local geometry of axonal fibres then hinges
on biophysical models of diffusion in white matter. Such local estimates can
subsequently be integrated along the image to reconstruct global structural
connections in the brain, a process known as tractography.
Many state-of-the-art DWI analysis methods build on strong model assumptions
about the signal in white matter, which are hard to validate and may not
generalize to other tissues and pathology. In this thesis, we therefore aim to
reconstruct the local and global fibre configuration in brain white matter with
as few prior assumptions about the microstructure as possible. Instead, we
develop data-driven methodology, informed by spatial priors, population priors,
and the signal itself.
From this perspective, we develop a global tractography framework that
integrates a spatial prior on the continuity of white matter fibres into a minimal
convolutive multi-tissue model for DWI in the brain, based on a fibre response
function that is estimated from and thus adapted to the data at hand. In this
method, local fibre orientation estimates inform the global track configuration
and vice versa, hence integrating local and global scales into one Markov chain
Monte Carlo optimization framework. Results show improved specificity of
valid connections and maintain a quantitative correspondence between track
density and the apparent fibre density in the data.
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Secondly, we introduce population priors in the form of atlases of the local fibre
orientation or of the global white matter bundle label to which individual fibres
belong. As such, tractography in individual subjects is informed by common
structure found across a cohort. Results indicate that such priors can reduce
false positive tracks, thus improving specificity.
Finally, we develop a blind source separation technique for multi-shell DWI,
decomposing the data as a convolutive mixture of nonnegative tissue orientation
distribution functions and corresponding response functions, without assuming
the latter as known thus fully unsupervised. In healthy human brain data, the
resulting components are associated with white matter fibres, grey matter, and
cerebrospinal fluid. This factorization is on par with state-of-the-art supervised
methods, as demonstrated also in Monte-Carlo simulations evaluating accuracy
and precision. In animal data and in the presence of edema, our method is able
to recover unseen tissue structure, fully data-driven.
In summary, we developed local and global fibre reconstruction methods for DWI
that improve over the state-of-the-art and extend to applications in preclinical
data and pathology.
Beknopte samenvatting
Het structurele netwerk van het menselijk brein in kaart brengen is een
fundamentele uitdaging in de wetenschap, en een die ons begrip en de
behandeling van neurologische en neuropsychiatrische aandoeningen kan
verbeteren. Diffusie-gewogen magnetische resonantie beeldvorming (diffusion-
weighted imaging, DWI) is momenteel de enige niet-invasieve techniek om de
structurele connectiviteit in de hersenen te onderzoeken in vivo. Het principe
ervan is gebaseerd op een indirecte meting van de anisotrope diffusie van water
in het weefsel, die gerelateerd is aan de onderliggende microstructuur. Op basis
van een biofysisch model van diffusie in witte stof, kan hieruit een schatting
worden bekomen voor de lokale configuratie van de axonale vezels. Dergelijke
lokale schattingen kunnen vervolgens geïntegreerd worden doorheen het beeld
om de globale, structurele connecties te reconstrueren, een proces gekend als
tractografie.
Vele geavanceerde DWI analyse methoden bouwen op sterke modelaannames
over het signaal in witte stof, welke moeilijk te valideren zijn en soms niet
veralgemenen naar andere weefsels of pathologie. In deze thesis beogen we
daarom om de lokale en globale wittestofbanen in het brein te reconstrueren met
zo weinig mogelijk a priori veronderstellingen over de microstructuur. Daartoe
hebben we data-gedreven methoden ontwikkeld die enkel gebruik maken van
ruimtelijke voorkennis, voorkennis geleerd uit een populatie, en het signaal zelf.
Vanuit dat perspectief ontwikkelen we een globale tractografie methode waarin
ruimtelijke voorkennis over de continuiteit van wittestofbanen geïntegreerd
wordt met een minimaal, convolutief multi-weefsel model voor DWI in de
hersenen, op basis van een vezel-responsfunctie die geschat wordt uit en dus
aangepast is aan de data. In deze methode informeren lokale schattingen van de
vezelrichting de globale track configuratie en vice versa, zodoende de lokale en
globale schaal verenigend in één Markov-keten Monte-Carlo optimalisatiekader.
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viii BEKNOPTE SAMENVATTING
De resultaten tonen verbeterde specificiteit van het aantal geldige verbindingen
en behouden een kwantitatief verband tussen de track-dichtheid en de schijnbare
wittestofvezel-dichtheid in de data.
Vervolgens introduceren we populatie-gebaseerde voorkennis in de vorm van
atlassen van de lokale vezelrichting of van globale labels van de wittestofbundels
waartoe de individuele tracks behoren. Zodoende is de tractografie in individuen
geïnformeerd door gemeenschappelijke structuur in een groep subjecten. De
resultaten wijzen uit dat dergelijke voorkennis de specificiteit van tractografie
kunnen verbeteren.
Tenslotte ontwikkelen we een blinde signaalscheidingstechniek voor multi-shell
DWI, waarin we de data ontbinden als een convolutieve combinatie van niet-
negatieve distributiefuncties van de lokale weefseloriëntatie en overeenkomstige
responsfuncties, zonder die laatste als gekend te beschouwen en dus volledig
ongesuperviseerd. In data van het gezonde menselijke brein zijn de resulterende
componenten geassocieerd met wittestofbanen, grijze stof en cerebrospinaal
vocht. Deze factorisatie is gelijkwaardig aan gesuperviseerde methoden, zoals
aangetoond in Monte-Carlo simulaties om accuraatheid en precisie te evalueren.
Omdat onze methode volledig data-gedreven is, is ze in staat om ongeziene
weefselstructuur te ontdekken zoals in aanwezigheid van oedeem, en is ze ook
toepasbaar op niet-humane data.
Samengevat hebben we methoden ontwikkeld voor lokale en globale reconstructie
van de wittestofbanen uit DWI die de stand der techniek verbeteren en uitbreiden
naar toepassingen in preklinische data en pathologie.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The brain at micro- and macroscopic scale
The central nervous system consists of the brain and the spinal cord, and is
responsible for processing sensory stimuli and controlling the actions taken in
response. This thesis focuses exclusively on brain imaging, although the general
principles apply to the spinal cord as well.
1.1.1 Brain histology
At the microscopic level, the brain comprises two closely interacting cellular
networks, neuronal and neuroglial. The human brain contains approximately
1011 neurons and 1012 glial cells that each occupy about half of its volume [1].
Neurons
Neurons are the functional units of the brain, specialized in rapid signal
integration and transmission. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, a neuron consists
of a cell body or soma that contains the nucleus, dendritic processes that receive
information from other neurons, and an axon that conducts signals to other
neurons. Axons extend from the cell body on a length scale of less than a
millimeter to over 1 meter, and end in one or more synaptic terminals that
transmit signals to other cells. Signal transmission relies on axonal conduction
of action potentials, an electrochemical mechanism of fluctuations in Na+ and
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Figure 1.1: Neural tissue at the cellular level consists primarily of neurons and
supporting neuroglial cells. Neurons have a cell body, a long extending axon
that ends in synaptic connections to other cells, and dendrites that receive
signals from the synapses of adjacent neurons. (Adapted from [2]; CC BY 3.0)
K+ ion concentration across the cell membrane, which causes neurotransmitter
release at the synapse to signal other cells. Rapid conduction of action potentials
is strongly improved in the presence of myelin (see below).
Neuronal cell bodies aggregate in grey matter (GM), either in lamellar sheets
or in localized groups, so-called nuclei and ganglia. Axonal fibres running in
a common direction usually form compact bundles throughout white matter
(WM) [1]. These neural fibres or fasciculi are in turn organized in larger white
matter tracts, peduncles, or pathways.
Neuroglia
The brain contains three types of glial cells: astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and
microglia. Astrocytes are star-shaped cells that provide structural support to
neurons and axons by forming a cellular scaffold. They also cater nutrients
to the neurons, and control the ion composition of the extracellular space. In
addition, astrocytes propagate Ca2+ waves in response to neurotransmitter
activation, making them an integral, yet not fully understood, part of signal
transduction in the nervous system [1]. Oligodendrocytes are neuroglia that
form myelin sheets as concentric layers of lipid material surrounding the axons.
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Myelin provides electrochemical insulation between successive nodes of Ranvier,
sections of exposed cell membrane, which is critical for rapid propagation of
action potentials. Finally, microglia are smaller glial cells that play an active
role upon brain injury and restoration [1].
1.1.2 Brain anatomy
At a macroscopic level, the brain is subdivided into the brain stem, the
cerebellum, the diencephalon and the cerebrum (cf. Fig. 1.2). The brain
and spinal cord are suspended in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and surrounded
by three membranes: the outer dura mater, the arachnoid lined with blood
vessels, and the inner pia mater. CSF also extends into interconnected cavities
between the main parts of the brain, the so called ventricles. The brain stem
links the spinal cord to the cerebrum and comprises the medulla oblongata, the
pons, and the midbrain including the cerebral peduncles. The cerebellum is a
dorsal part of the brain mostly associated with motor control. It consists of a
thin outer grey matter layer that contains over 50% of all neurons in the brain,
which covers a tree-like white matter structure (arbor vitae) formed by axonal
connections to the cortex [1]. The diencephalon comprises the thalamus and
the hypothalamus, which contain GM nuclei associated with sensory and motor
signals, sleep, and autonomic functions. The cerebrum consists of left and right
hemispheres, interconnected with a thick white matter structure known as the
corpus callosum. The cerebral cortex, an outer GM layer, is organized in a
folding pattern of gyri and sulci to increase the surface area. The primary
sulci subdivide each cerebral hemisphere into frontal, temporal, parietal, and
occipital lobes.
The WM within the cerebrum contains neural fibres connecting GM regions to
other gyri and to the spinal cord and the rest of the body via the brain stem.
These pathways are subdivided in commissural, association, and projection
tracts. Commissural fibres connect contralateral regions across both hemispheres.
The main commisural tracts are the corpus callosum and the anterior and
posterior commissure. Association pathways affiliate separate cortical regions
within the same hemisphere, with primarily anterior-posterior connections [4].
Examples include the cingulum bundles, the fornix, the arcuate fasciculus, and
the superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculus. Finally, projection fibres such
as the corticospinal tract and the cerebellar peduncles connect cortical areas to
subcortical structures and the brain stem.
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Figure 1.2: Lateral and mesial view of the human brain. (Adapted from [3];
public domain)
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1.2 Neuroimaging in research and clinical practice
Neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders may affect the brain at both local
and global scale. Some disorders, such as multiple sclerosis (MS), dementia,
and motor neurone disease (MND), induce microstructural tissue changes, often
targeted to certain cell types or brain regions. Others, such as autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) and schizophrenia, presumably affect the network of brain
connections, the so-called connectome [5], associated with language, emotion,
consciousness, etc. Diagnosis and treatment follow-up of neurological disorders
is often hindered by the inaccessibility and sheer complexity of the brain.
Imaging therefore plays a vital role in research and clinical practice alike, for
diagnosing disease processes, understanding their underlying mechanisms, and
evaluating treatment plans. In addition to computed tomography (CT) and
positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is
of particular relevance for it offers a wide range of image contrasts without
subjecting the patient to harmful radiation. Common MRI modalities such as
T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and proton density (PD) imaging facilitate assessing
brain anatomy and discriminating healthy tissues and pathology. Beyond these
structural MRI measures, several advanced MRI techniques have been developed
that are sensitive to blood flow [6], perfusion [7], or oxygenation [8]. The latter
is especially used in functional MRI (fMRI), either for imaging activated brain
regions in response to certain tasks or for disentangling the functional networks
of the brain from time-correlated activation under resting-state conditions [9–11].
In addition, several MRI modalities capture information on a sub-voxel scale,
including diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) [12] and myelin water imaging [13].
In DWI, the MR signal is sensitized to the continuous random motion of
water molecules due to diffusion. Because this molecular motion is hindered or
restricted by cell membranes and intracellular organelles, the acquired signal
is indicative of tissue microstructure. For example, a nearly two-fold drop of
the apparent diffusion coefficient was observed in acute stroke [14]. Moreover,
the directional dependence of diffusion and the DWI signal can be exploited to
characterize tissue geometry, which is particularly relevant in white matter due
to the large anisotropy of neural fibres [15]. As such, DWI is for instance sensitive
to demyelination in MS lesions [16–19]. Additionally, these local measures can be
integrated over a longer spatial scale, tracing neuronal pathways and structural
connections in the brain in a process known as tractography [20, 21].
DWI and neuroimaging in general thus facilitate detecting and studying
neural disorders in vivo, non-invasively. In research, MRI provides invaluable
information on disease mechanisms and progression, analyzed either cross-
sectionally between patient and control groups, or longitudinally across
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subsequent time points [22]. The effectiveness of drugs and treatment options
can be similarly assessed. In clinical practice, defining imaging biomarkers that
can detect disease development at an early stage is of particular importance.
1.3 Aims and objectives
This thesis focuses primarily on diffusion-weighted imaging and the unique
means it provides to probe white matter fibre structure in the brain. As
we will introduce in more detail in Chapter 2, analysis of DWI data entails
particular challenges stemming from limited resolution, low signal-to-noise
ratio, and the complex fibre geometry of the brain itself, which complicate
robust estimation of the local fibre geometry. This estimation generally
depends on biophysical models that relate white matter microstructure to
the measured diffusion-weighted MR signal, based on strong model assumptions
of the signal contributions of independent cellular compartments. Not only are
these assumptions hard to validate, they may not generalize to other tissue
types and pathology. Our overarching aim is therefore to make as few prior
assumptions about the tissue microstructure as possible, adopting a data-driven
approach instead. The envisaged methodology is then informed by spatial priors,
population priors, and the DWI signal itself.
While tractography methods for reconstructing WM pathways and connectivity
at the global scale are guided by local estimates in each voxel, vice versa the
local reconstruction may also be informed by more global spatial priors on the
continuity of white matter fibres. The first objective of this thesis is therefore
to develop analysis methods and computational strategies for reconstructing
WM fibre structure at the image scale, unifying local model fitting and global
tractography.
In addition, the expected fibre configuration and its variability can be learned
from a cohort of subjects with normal anatomy, represented as a population
atlas. Such an atlas may subsequently be used to guide tractography to the
global optimum and exclude implausible fibres. Our second objective is hence
to incorporate population-based atlas priors in global tractography and explore
their benefits and weaknesses.
Finally, a local tissue model may be learned from the signal across all voxels in
the image, avoiding the need for parametric models or preprocessing pipelines.
Our third objective is therefore to develop unsupervised tissue decomposition
techniques based on minimal assumptions about the signal and the imaging
process.
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1.4 Main contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are the development and enhancement
of global tractography algorithms for white matter fibre reconstruction, the
investigation of population priors in this framework, and the development of a
fully unsupervised local tissue decomposition strategy in DWI. Specifically:
• We incorporate a multi-tissue spherical convolution model in global
tractography, based on a fibre response function estimated from and
thus adapted to the data at hand [23].
• We investigate the use of a local track orientation prior, learned from a
database of representative subjects, in global tractography [24].
• We incorporate a label prior in global tractography, which categorizes
individual tracks as part of macroscopic white matter bundles. Aside
from providing a segmentation, such prior may also improve the track
reconstruction itself by excluding false positive tracks [25].
• We introduce a novel method for group-wise spatial normalization of full
brain tractography [26].
• We develop a blind source separation technique for multi-shell DWI data,
decomposing the data as a convolutive mixture of nonnegative tissue
components [27].
As we will highlight in subsequent chapters, these contributions have applications
for both local image biomarkers and global connectivity mapping.
1.5 Outline
In Chapter 2, we introduce the concepts and physical principles behind diffusion-
weighted imaging. We give an overview of the various signal models that have
been explored in literature, and how they are related to tissue and microstructure
properties. Particular attention goes to spherical deconvolution techniques that
are a cornerstone of this thesis. Furthermore, we introduce streamline and
global tractography methods, and highlight the main challenges and limitations
these entail.
Chapter 3 describes a novel global tractography framework that explicitly
accounts for partial volume effects between adjacent tissue types. This
tractography method is evaluated in simulated phantom data with known
ground truth and in vivo in human brain data.
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Chapter 4 explores the use of population priors, learned from a population of
normal subjects, in global tractography. We investigate both local priors on the
track orientation, and global label priors segmenting white matter fibre bundles
at larger scale, and evaluate their strengths and weaknesses in simulations and
human brain data.
Chapter 5 develops population-based atlases of tractography. We introduce a
novel method for track set registration that, in contrast to the state of the art,
enables deformable, group-wise registration of full brain track sets. In addition,
we describe an approach for automated labelling of fibre bundles in population
data.
In Chapter 6, we return to the local scale and introduce a nonnegative
factorization method that decomposes DWI data in every voxel in tissue-
related response functions and local orientation distribution functions, fully
unsupervised. The presented method is validated in silico and demonstrated in
brain data with and without pathology, in vivo and ex vivo.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we summarize the main conclusions of our work, outline
the remaining challenges, and provide perspectives on future work.
Chapter 2
Diffusion-weighted imaging:
concepts, challenges, and
limitations
2.1 Brownian motion and diffusion
Each molecule in a fluid is in constant motion due to its thermal energy, and
changes direction upon each collision with other molecules. In a homogeneous
medium without restrictions, the resulting particle trajectory describes a random
walk: a process of statistically independent steps as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. This
process is known as Brownian motion, named after Robert Brown [28], a botanist
who first observed the random motion of pollen grains suspended in water under
a microscope. A rigorous explanation of this phenomenon was developed
independently by Albert Einstein [29] and Marian Smoluchowski [30]. Their
theory was experimentally verified by Jean-Baptiste Perrin in 1909, confirming
the kinetic theory of gases and the existence of atoms, for which he was awarded
the Nobel prize in Physics in 1926.
Einstein introduced the probability distribution function (PDF) that a particle
at position r0 at time t = 0 displaces to position r in time t = τ : P (r|r0, τ). He
then showed that
∂P (r|r0, τ)
∂t
= D ∇2P (r|r0, τ), (2.1)
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where the diffusion coefficient D = kBT/γ with temperature T , Bolzmann’s
constant kB , and viscous drag coefficient γ. It should come as no surprise that
Einstein’s diffusion equation has the same form as Fick’s second law of diffusion,
which was derived from the phenomenological observation that the flux in a
solution is proportional and opposite to the concentration gradient (his first
law), and the mass conservation principle [31].
For a single particle in a homogeneous medium, the solution to the diffusion
equation is a 3-dimensional Gaussian distribution of the net displacement
rˆ = r− r0 with standard deviation σ =
√
6Dτ . As such, the diffusion coefficient
D is related to the root-mean-square (RMS) displacement of a particle in a
time interval τ :
D =
1
6τ
〈
rˆT rˆ
〉
, (2.2)
where the brackets 〈.〉 denote the ensemble average, i.e., the average for an
infinite number of particles. D is directionally independent and is therefore
called the isotropic diffusion coefficient.
For water at 37.5 ◦C, D is approximately 2.5 µm
2
/ms. We should appreciate how
fortuitous this is, for with a different value the field of diffusion MRI – and
this thesis – would not have been possible. Indeed, the diffusion coefficient
effectively provides a length scale on the order of 10–50µm for diffusion times
τ ∼ 10–200ms measurable with modern MR scanners – far below the imaging
resolution. Moreover, this length scale is generally commensurate with cell
dimensions [32], and thus enables to probe biological tissue structure on the
micrometer scale.
Biological tissue is often highly heterogeneous in the presence of cell membranes
and intracellular organelles that reduce the diffusion of water molecules.
White matter, for instance, consists of several compartments, e.g., intra- and
extracellular space, and barriers, particularly myelin, that hinder or restrict
diffusion [15]. Hindrance refers to reduced molecular mobility in general, whereas
restricted diffusion specifically denotes that molecules are confined to a bounding
structure on the time scale of the measurement. In addition, boundaries between
these compartments may have coherent directional structure, hindering diffusion
in one direction but less in the other. Therefore, the diffusion PDF in white
matter will not be Gaussian, nor isotropic.
Except for CSF in the ventricular chambers, the measured root-mean-square
displacement of water in biological tissue will hence be lower than its expected
diffusion coefficient. To underscore that this effect relates to the underlying
tissue rather than the diffusion process itself, Le Bihan et al. [12] coined the
term apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC).
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Figure 2.1: Left: 2-Dimensional random walk of a particle due to Brownian
motion from position r0 at time 0 to position r at time τ . Right: Probability
distribution function of the total displacement in an isotropic, homogeneous
medium. In this case, the diffusion PDF is a Gaussian who’s variance scales
linearly with time.
To account for anisotropy, Basser et al. [33] subsequently proposed the apparent
diffusion tensor, which generalizes (2.2) by taking the covariance matrix instead
of the root-mean-square displacement:
D =
1
6τ
〈
rˆ rˆT
〉
=

Dxx Dxy DxzDxy Dyy Dyz
Dxz Dyz Dzz

 . (2.3)
The diffusion tensor D is a symmetric, positive-definite matrix [33, 34]. The
ADC in an arbitrary direction u is then evaluated as uT Du.
2.2 Diffusion-weighted imaging
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is currently the sole non-invasive technique
to measure water diffusion in vivo. DWI is based on the physical principle of
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), simultaneously described by Bloch [35]
and Purcell et al. [36] in 1946. The basic principle behind NMR is to align
proton (1H) spins in a strong magnetic field and measure the response to a
perturbation of their alignment with an electromagnetic field. This response
characterizes the proton density, as well as surrounding spin-spin and spin-
lattice interactions [37]. Lauterbur [38] later studied the use of magnetic
field gradients to encode spatial information in 2D-images. Mansfield [39]
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subsequently introduced the echo-planar imaging (EPI) acquisition sequence.
Their discoveries led to the development of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
for which they received the Nobel prize in Physiology and Medicine in 2003.
A detailed discussion of NMR and MRI goes beyond the scope of this text. The
interested reader is referred to McRobbie et al. [37].
2.2.1 The Stejskal-Tanner sequence
Even before the invention of MRI, Stejskal and Tanner [40] developed the pulse
gradient spin echo (PGSE) sequence, which measures the diffusion of water
molecules along the direction of a diffusion gradient G. The Stejskal-Tanner
sequence is shown in Fig. 2.2. It adds two rectangularly shaped gradient pulses
to the EPI sequence, symmetrically positioned around the 180◦ RF pulse. The
diffusion gradients are directed along G, switched on during a time δ, and
spaced at a time distance ∆.
The first gradient pulse induces a phase shift ϕ1 of the spin transverse
magnetization, and is therefore called the dephasing gradient. The spin position
r(t = 0) = r0 is assumed to be constant during the pulse duration δ ≪ ∆.
ϕ1 = γ
∫ δ
0
G · r(t) dt = γ δG · r0, (2.4)
where γ = 2π· 42.576MHz/T is the gyromagnetic ratio of 1H [37]. The phase ϕ1 of
each spin now depends on its original position along the gradient direction. The
180◦ RF pulse subsequently inverts the spins and a second, identical gradient
pulse refocuses the spins. As such, this rephasing gradient induces a new phase
shift ϕ2 of opposite sign:
ϕ2 = −γ
∫ ∆+δ
∆
G · r(t) dt = −γ δG · r, (2.5)
where r(t = ∆) = r is again assumed constant. The net induced phase shift
after the full sequence is given by
ϕ = ϕ1 + ϕ2 = −γ δG · (r− r0). (2.6)
The spins that did not experience diffusion (r = r0) in the time ∆ have a net
phase shift ϕ = 0. For spins that did change location due to Brownian motion,
on the other hand, the net phase shift ϕ 6= 0. Note that, due to the inner
product, only position changes along the direction of G are detected.
The loss of phase coherence due to diffusion leads to attenuation of the spin-echo
signal S [41, 42]. Define S0 as the signal intensity in the absence of a diffusion
gradient, i.e., ‖G‖ = 0. As in the standard EPI sequence, S0 depends primarily
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of the Stejskal-Tanner acquisition sequence for diffusion-
weighted imaging. From left to right: (1) all spins are aligned in a strong
magnetic field along the vertical axis of a rotating frame; (2) a 90◦ RF pulse
maps the spins onto the transverse plane; (3) a magnetic field gradient in
direction G causes dephasing of the proton spins; (4) a 180◦ RF pulse flips the
proton spins to the opposite side of the transverse plane; (5) a second diffusion
gradient causes rephasing of the proton spins; (6) signal readout at maximal
rephasing, in case of diffusion, the proton spins are not completely refocused,
resulting in signal loss.
on the T2 relaxation time. The signal attenuation due to diffusion then equals
the ensemble average phase shift across all spins in the voxel:
S
S0
=
〈
eiϕ
〉 ≤ 1. (2.7)
Under the narrow pulse approximation δ ≪ ∆, the ensemble average is explicitly
computed by means of the diffusion PDF
S(q, τ)
S0
=
∫
R3
P (r | r0, τ)e−2πiq·(r−r0)dr = F{P (r | r0, τ)} , (2.8)
where q = γδG/2π. Introducing the vector q results in a rather elegant relation
commonly referred to as the Stejskal-Tanner equation: the signal attenuation
as a function of q equals the Fourier transform of the diffusion PDF.
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2.2.2 Q-space imaging
The Fourier relation derived in the previous section is valid for any diffusion
gradient G(t) if the vector q is generalized to
q =
γ
2π
∫ δ
0
G(t)dt. (2.9)
By acquiring a large collection of images for different diffusion-sensitizing
gradient strengths and directions, a full sample of the q-space, the frequency
spectrum of the diffusion propagator in every voxel, is obtained. The diffusion
PDF can subsequently be computed as the inverse Fourier transform of the
acquired data in each voxel. This is the principle of q-space imaging (QSI) [43,
44], also known as diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) [45]. The concept of
q-space bears an elegant analogy with k-space, the spatial frequency spectrum
of images in structural MRI. Hence, a full QSI dataset effectively contains
6-dimensional data: 3 dimensions in k-space, related to the image space, and
another 3 dimensions in q-space, related to the diffusion PDF.
In practice, the applicability of QSI is impeded by the required gradient strength
and by the time constraints of the acquisition. Various suboptimal sampling
schemes have therefore been proposed, which are discussed in Section 2.3.
2.2.3 Gradient strength and b-value
In their pioneering work on diffusion-weighted imaging, Le Bihan et al. [12]
introduced an alternative parametrization of q-space that remains popular
to this day. They define a unit vector g along the direction of the diffusion
sensitizing gradient, and propose a diffusion weighting factor b that characterizes
the strength and duration of that gradient. Given a fixed diffusion time τ ,
g =
q
‖q‖ =
G
‖G‖ (2.10)
b = τ ‖q‖2 (2.11)
and
q = ‖q‖ · g =
√
b
τ
g . (2.12)
For the Stejskal-Tanner PGSE sequence, the b-value becomes
b = γ2δ2
(
∆− δ
3
)
‖G‖2 , (2.13)
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(a) b = 0
(b) b = 700, LR (c) b = 700, AP (d) b = 700, SI
(e) b = 1000, LR (f) b = 1000, AP (g) b = 1000, SI
(h) b = 2800, LR (i) b = 2800, AP (j) b = 2800, SI
Figure 2.3: DWI contrast obtained for varying diffusion sensitizing gradient
encoding G. Rows: gradient strength (b-value). Columns: gradient direction
along left-right (LR), anterior-posterior (AP), and superior-inferior (SI) axes.
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and comprises all characteristics of the diffusion sensitizing gradient [12]. The
b-value is expressed in s/mm2. Typical values range from 0 s/mm2 to 4000 s/mm2.
At high b-values, the signal is lower but the angular contrast between different
gradient directions increases, as shown in Fig. 2.3.
2.3 Signal modelling
2.3.1 Diffusion tensor imaging
If the diffusion PDF is assumed to be Gaussian, the Stejskal-Tanner equation
(2.8) can be solved analytically, and we obtain
S(q, τ) = S0 e
−τqT Dq , (2.14)
or equivalently
S(b,g) = S0 e
−bgT Dg . (2.15)
The scalar gTDg measures the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) along
gradient direction g. From (2.15), it follows that the ADC is linearly proportional
to the logarithm of the signal attenuation:
ln
(
S(b,g)
S0
)
= −bgT Dg = −bADC . (2.16)
In diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [33], the elements of the diffusion tensor D
are estimated from ADC measurements in a large number of gradient directions
gi = (gix, giy, giz). This is most commonly achieved as the least-squares solution
to a set of linear equations
Bβ = σ , (2.17)
where vectors
β = (lnS0, Dxx, Dxy, Dxz, Dyy, Dyz, Dzz) ,
σ = (lnS(b,g1), lnS(b,g2), . . . , lnS(b,gN )) ,
and the so-called b-matrix [46]
B =


1 −bg21x −2bg1xg1y −2bg1xg1z −bg21y −2bg1yg1z −bg21z
1 −bg22x −2bg2xg2y −2bg2xg2z −bg22y −2bg2yg2z −bg22z
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 −bg2Nx −2bgNxgNy −2bgNxgNz −bg2Ny −2bgNygNz −bg2Nz

 .
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The b-matrix is of full rank and a unique solution can be computed if at least 6
diffusion-weighted images are acquired at non-collinear gradient directions, in
addition to at least one image of different b-value, typically at b = 0 s/mm2. For
a larger number of gradients, the tensor estimation will be more robust to noise.
Studies have shown that at least 30 unique gradient directions are needed to
obtain a robust estimation of the tensor orientation [47, 48].
Geometric interpretation
The diffusion tensor D is the covariance matrix of a 3-dimensional Gaussian
diffusion PDF. The iso-surface of this PDF is an ellipsoid described by
uTDu ∀u ∈ S2. Its principal axes and the diffusivity along those axes are
defined with the eigenvalue decomposition of the diffusion tensor:
D = E Λ ET =
(
e1 e2 e3
) λ1 0 00 λ2 0
0 0 λ3

 (e1 e2 e3)T , (2.18)
with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 the eigenvalues of D and ei the corresponding eigenvectors.
As D is a real, symmetric matrix, its eigenvalues are real and its eigenvectors
are orthonormal. The principal eigenvector e1 is directed along the axis of
largest diffusion. The corresponding eigenvalue λ1 is the apparent diffusion
coefficient along this direction.
DTI parameters
Additionally, a number of scalar measures have been defined from the eigenvalue
decomposition. As these measures only depend on the eigenvalues, not the
eigenvectors, they are invariant to rotation.
Mean diffusivity (MD) is the average ADC across all directions:
MD =
λ1 + λ2 + λ3
3
= λ¯ , (2.19)
which also equals the mean of the diagonal elements of the diffusion tensor,
i.e., the trace divided by 3.
Axial diffusivity (AD) is the ADC along the principal axis e1:
AD = λ1 . (2.20)
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Radial diffusivity (RD) is the mean ADC in the radial direction, i.e., the
plane perpendicular to the principal direction, spanned by e2 and e3:
RD =
λ2 + λ3
2
. (2.21)
Fractional anisotropy (FA) is defined as
FA =
std(λi)
rms(λi)
=
√
3
2
√
(λ1 − λ¯)2 + (λ2 − λ¯)2 + (λ3 − λ¯)2√
λ21 + λ
2
2 + λ
2
3
. (2.22)
The FA is scaled within the unit range, and quantifies the amount of
anisotropy. For isotropic diffusion, the FA equals 0. For cigar shaped or
pancake shaped diffusion tensors, the FA approaches 1.
In addition, the principal eigenvector e1 is often visualized in a directionally
encoded colour FA map (DEC-FA) [49]. By convention, red indicates the left-
right axis, green indicates the anterior-posterior axis, and blue indicates the
inferior-superior axis. The DEC-FA is the RGB image obtained by projecting
FA · e1 onto this reference frame. These DTI metrics are depicted in Fig. 2.4.
2.3.2 Diffusion kurtosis imaging
Due to the presence of restricted compartments, the diffusion signal will generally
not be Gaussian. Diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) [50, 51] is a method to
estimate excess kurtosis as a metric of non-Gaussianity of the diffusion PDF.
For any gradient direction, (2.16) is extended to
ln
(
S(b,g)
S0
)
= −bD + 16b2D2K +O(b3) , (2.23)
where D is the apparent diffusion coefficient and K is the apparent diffusional
kurtosis in that gradient direction [50]. Equation 2.23 is essentially a Maclaurin
series expansion of the log-attenuation in powers of b. This description was
subsequently related to the cumulant expansion of the diffusion propagator [52,
53]. The second-order cumulant is the variance of the diffusion PDF and thus
related to the ADC via (2.2). The fourth-order cumulant relates to kurtosis.
All odd-order cumulants are zero due to the symmetry of the diffusion PDF.
DKI is similarly extended to model the full directionality of the signal with
the use of the kurtosis tensor, a fully symmetric 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 tensor that
contains 15 unique elements, resulting in 21 parameters in total. Estimating
these parameters requires at least 3 distinct b-values and 15 unique gradient
directions [50, 54].
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(a) b = 0 image (b) Mean diffusivity (MD) (c) Fractional anisotropy (FA)
(d) Axial diffusivity (AD) (e) Radial diffusivity (RD) (f) Colour FA (DEC-FA)
Figure 2.4: Common metrics used in diffusion tensor imaging (DTI).
2.3.3 High angular resolution diffusion imaging
A serious drawback of the diffusion tensor model is its inability to represent
complex intravoxel topologies, such as crossing fibres (cf. Fig. 2.7 below). The
fraction of WM voxels containing crossing fibres has been estimated to be at least
30% [55, 56], and hence calls for more advanced models. QSI does not suffer from
this drawback, but the required scan time is too long for clinical use. Therefore, a
class of methods has been introduced that aim at maximizing angular resolution,
sacrificing the radial component of the diffusion PDF. These methods are
nowadays referred to as high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI)
techniques. They have in common that the q-space is sampled on a single shell,
i.e., with gradients of a fixed b-value in equally-distributed directions [57]. The
number of directions is as large as the scan time allows, typically around 60,
and high b-values are used to maximize angular contrast. In recent years, the
radial component of the diffusion PDF has been reintroduced with multi-shell
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HARDI acquisition schemes. However, the conceptual switch from cartesian to
spherical coordinates in q-space has introduced several important new signal
representations, most notably a spherical harmonics decomposition and q-ball
imaging.
Spherical harmonics decomposition
Spherical harmonics (SH) of order ℓ and degree m provide a convenient basis
for representing complex functions on the unit sphere S2. They are defined as
Y mℓ (θ, φ) =
√
2ℓ+ 1
4π
(ℓ−m)!
(ℓ+m)!
Pmℓ (cos θ) e
imφ , (2.24)
where Pmℓ (x) is the associated Legendre polynomial of order ℓ and degree
m ∈ [−ℓ, ℓ]. The normalization is chosen such that the inner product〈
Y mℓ (θ, φ), Y
m′
ℓ′ (θ, φ)
〉
= δℓ,ℓ′ δm,m′ , (2.25)
with δi,j the Kronecker delta [58]. Any complex function of the unit sphere
can be decomposed as a linear combination of these basis functions, akin to a
Fourier series expansion of a periodic function in sines and cosines of increasing
frequency. Here, spherical harmonics of higher orders ℓ correspond to higher
“frequency” components of the spherical function.
By its very nature, the HARDI signal is assumed real and antipodally symmetric.
Therefore, for applications in DWI, the SH basis is often restricted to real,
symmetric functions too [58–61]. Antipodal symmetry is enforced by selecting
SH basis functions of even order only. Real functions are selected using the
modified basis
Yj(θ, φ) =


√
2 Re(Y mℓ ) if − ℓ < m < 0
Y 0ℓ if m = 0√
2 Im(Y mℓ ) if 0 < m < ℓ
, (2.26)
where j = (ℓ + 1)(ℓ + 2)/2 − ℓ +m for ℓ = 0, 2, 4, . . . and m = −ℓ, . . . , ℓ [58].
These basis functions Yj(θ, φ) are depicted in Fig. 2.5. The measured HARDI
signal S(q) is then represented as a linear combination of these basis functions
S(θ, φ) ≈
n∑
j=1
sj Yj(θ, φ), (2.27)
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m = 0
m = 0 m = 1 m = 2m = −1m = −2
m = 0 m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 4m = −1m = −2m = −3m = −4
ℓ = 4
ℓ = 2
ℓ = 0
Figure 2.5: The modified spherical harmonics basis functions (2.26) for order ℓ
(rows) and degree m (columns). White lobes denote negative amplitude.
where n = (ℓmax+1)(ℓmax+2)/2 and ℓmax is the maximal harmonic order. The
coefficients sj form a compact representation of the signal function as a vector
of length n. They are estimated from a linear least squares fit of the measured
signal. By limiting the SH basis order ℓmax, typically around 8, high frequency
noise is suppressed.
The SH basis thus provides a natural, model-free representation of the HARDI
signal. Many advanced operations in spherical coordinates, including rotation
and convolution, become direct, linear operations when cast into the SH basis.
Therefore, spherical harmonics have become a mathematical framework of
utmost importance for HARDI techniques, including the developments in this
thesis.
Q-ball imaging
As explained in Sec. 2.2.2, reconstructing the full diffusion PDF requires many
samples in q-space, resulting in long acquisition times. Q-ball imaging (QBI)
was introduced as a fast alternative to reconstruct the directional information
only, namely the diffusion orientation distribution function (dODF) [62]. The
dODF is defined as the radial integral of the diffusion PDF:
dODF(u) =
∫ ∞
0
P (r0 + rˆ u | r0, τ) rˆ2 drˆ, (2.28)
where u ∈ S2 is a unit vector that encodes for the position (θ, φ) on the sphere.
The factor rˆ2 is the Jacobian of the spherical coordinate transformation that
accounts for the solid angle consideration [63, 64].
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QBI estimates the dODF directly from single-shell HARDI data. Tuch [62] has
shown that the dODF is closely approximated by the Funk-Radon transform
(FRT) of S(q), i.e.,
dODF(u) ≈ FRT{S(q)} (u) =
∫
S2
δ(qTu)S(q) dq , (2.29)
where δ( . ) denotes the Dirac-delta function. For any point u on the unit sphere
S
2, the FRT is defined as the integral over the corresponding equator, i.e., the
set of points perpendicular to u. The approximation was shown to improve
for higher b-values [62]. However, recent work has pointed out that the above
expression is incomplete, because Tuch [62] ignored the solid angle consideration
and the rˆ2 term in (2.28) [63–65]. This effectively results in a smoothed estimate
of the true dODF. A corrected expression is
dODF(u) =
1
4π
+
1
16π2
FRT{∆b ln(lnS0 − lnS(q))} , (2.30)
where ∆b is the Laplace-Beltrami operator taking the 2nd derivative in spherical
coordinates regardless of the radial component [64]. Both the Funk-Radon
transform and the Laplace-Beltrami operator correspond with linear operations
in the SH basis, facilitating fast computation of the dODF without the need for
interpolation [58, 61].
2.4 Microstructure and tissue modelling
From the early days of diffusion MRI, its use as a probe of neural tissue
microstructure was quickly recognized. Thomsen et al. [66] observed large
regional variations of the ADC in human white matter in vivo, and attributed
these differences to anisotropic diffusion in the underlying tissue structure,
possibly related to the orientation of myelinated axons. Moseley et al. [67]
subsequently studied diffusion anisotropy in cat brain, and demonstrated that the
ADC was indeed anisotropic in WM and isotropic in GM. Similar observations
were made in human spinal cord [68]. The idea of exploiting this anisotropy to
reconstruct the neural fibre orientation was launched soon after [69] – a new
field of study was born.
Indeed, these early developments gave rise to a myriad of models that relate
tissue microstructure to the DWI signal directly. In spite of the proven sensitivity
of DWI to tissue microstructure, its exact biophysical origins have not been
fully elucidated to this day [15, 70]. Microstructure modelling therefore remains
a much debated topic of active research. In this section, we aim to provide a
high-level overview of the most popular models, with particular focus on the
data-driven approaches employed in this thesis.
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2.4.1 Compartment models
By modelling the diffusion characteristics of white matter microstructure
directly, compartment models aim to provide specific indices such as axon
diameter and neurite dispersion that may help in understanding pathology.
Generally, these models decompose the DWI signal in 2 or 3 compartments,
related to restricted intra-axonal diffusion, hindered extracellular diffusion,
and isotropically restricted diffusion of “trapped” water in glial cells or
membranes [71–73]. Each of these are modeled with certain parameters Φ
and combined linearly with fractions fk:
S(b,g)
S0
= fiMi(b,g,Φi) + feMe(b,g,Φe) + frMr(b,g,Φr) , (2.31)
with 0 ≤ fk ≤ 1 and
∑
k fk = 1. Panagiotaki et al. [72] classified the
various microstructure models in a taxonomy of compartments. The intra-
axonal compartment is typically modelled by either a stick of direction n, axial
diffusivity d and zero radius, a cylinder of non-zero radius R, or a collection
of parallel cylinders of Γ-distributed radii. The extra-axonal compartment is
usually an isotropic ball of Gaussian hindered diffusion, an axially-symmetric
zeppelin, or a fully anisotropic diffusion tensor. Finally, the isotropically
restricted compartment is modelled as a collection of uniformly oriented sticks
or cylinders, a restricted sphere of radius Rs, or a dot of zero radius representing
completely trapped water.
Most, if not all, of the microstructure models combine these elementary com-
partments. Examples include the two-compartment ball-and-stick model [74],
the composite hindered and restricted model of diffusion (CHARMED)
and AxCaliber that combines intracellular cylinders and an extracellular
zeppelin [75–77], and the minimal model of white matter diffusion (MMWMD)
that consists of a cylinder, a zeppelin, and a dot [78, 79]. In addition, studies have
pointed at the importance of modelling axonal fibre crossings and dispersion [55,
56, 80]. Compartment models have therefore been extended to incorporate fibre
crossings as discrete compartments [55, 76, 81, 82] or dispersion as Watson or
Bingham distributions of fibre orientation [83–87].
Despite considerable progress in the past decade, the model selection and the
model assumptions remain hard to validate and justify. Moreover, their non-
linear dependence on model parameters complicates optimization, hampering
the robustness to noise and the applicability under clinical time constraints.
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2.4.2 Spherical deconvolution
The spherical convolution model
Spherical deconvolution (SD) [88] assumes that white matter fibres along a single
axis have a fixed and equal contribution to the DWI signal, also known as the
fibre response function or kernel H(θ). In single-shell HARDI data, for which
this technique was originally developed, the response function is a function on
a sphere, symmetric around an axis of low amplitude (large diffusion) and with
high amplitude (low diffusion) in the radial plane. In addition, SD assumes that
there is essentially no exchange (i.e., of water molecules) between white matter
fibres on the time scale of the DWI acquisition. As such, the contribution of
individual fibre populations in the voxel is considered independent, and their
response functions are added linearly after reorientation along the fibre direction.
Consider for example two discrete fibre populations of weights f1 and f2 along
directions n1 and n2 respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The predicted signal
then equals
S(θ, φ) = f1H
′
n1
(θ, φ) + f2H
′
n2
(θ, φ) , (2.32)
where H ′n(θ, φ) denotes the kernel rotated along axis n. In Cartesian
coordinates g = (cosφ sin θ, sinφ sin θ, cos θ) ∈ S2, the rotation becomes
H ′n(g) = H(cos
−1(n · g)). In general, one may consider a fibre orientation
distribution function (fODF) F (θ, φ), such that
S(g) =
∫
S2
H(cos−1(n · g))F (n) dn (2.33)
= (H ∗ F )(g) , (2.34)
where the operator ∗ denotes convolution on the unit sphere.
In light of the previous section, the spherical convolution model can thus
be considered a “single-compartment” model with all focus on modelling
fibre crossings and dispersion. As such, all observed regional white matter
differences are attributed to partial volume effects (PVE), both in spatial and
angular domains [88]. The required fibre response function is either modelled
explicitly [89, 90] or estimated from the data at hand [88, 91–93].
Deconvolution and constraints
In order to estimate the fibre ODF in each voxel, the HARDI data is deconvolved
with the fibre response function. This is a direct, linear operation when all
functions are represented in the SH basis [58, 88]. Let sℓ,m and fℓ,m denote the
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+ = = ∗
f1 H
′
n1
(θ, φ) f2 H′n2 (θ, φ)
S(θ, φ) H(θ, φ) F (θ, φ)
Figure 2.6: The spherical convolution model assumes a fixed and equal fibre
response function H(θ) of constant anisotropy. The DWI signal S(θ, φ) is a
linear combination of this response function rotated along the direction of
each individual fibre population in the voxel. For arbitrary fibre geometry,
this generalizes to a spherical convolution of H(θ) with a fibre orientation
distribution F (θ, φ). (Image reproduced from [88])
SH coefficients of order ℓ and degree m of the signal and the fODF respectively.
The fibre response functionH(θ) is represented in the same basis with coefficients
hℓ = hℓ,m=0 of the zero-degree zonal harmonics. Due to the symmetry around
the z-axis, all non-zero degree coefficients hℓ,m 6=0 = 0. Spherical convolution
of H and F then corresponds to a multiplication of their SH coefficients of
corresponding order:
sℓ,m =
√
4π
2ℓ+ 1
hℓ · fℓ,m . (2.35)
As such, the fODF could be computed directly from the signal SH coefficients
as a simple division, or more commonly as a matrix inversion that incorporates
a least-squares fit of the signal coefficients sℓ,m to the HARDI data samples.
However, deconvolution is a highly ill-conditioned operation that basically
amplifies any noise in the data. This typically leads to spurious side-lobes,
both positive and negative, that are not physically plausible. Initial approaches
mediated this problem to some extent by including a low-pass filter in the
estimation [88], but the real breakthrough came with the introduction of
nonnegativity constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) [91]. CSD incorporates
a nonnegativity constraint on the fODF amplitude, hence prohibiting negative
side-lobes. This results in a constrained quadratic programming (QP) problem:
f⋆ = argmin
f
‖S(g)−QHf ‖2F (2.36)
s.t. Af ≥ 0 ,
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Figure 2.7: Top: Rendering of the diffusion tensor (DTI) ellipsoids in a coronal
slice of the brain, overlaid onto the DEC-FA map. The highlighted region in the
semioval centre is known to contain crossing fibres, but these are not adequately
represented by the DTI model. Bottom: Corresponding fibre orientation
distribution functions (fODF) with constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD).
The fODF can represent multiple fibre directions within every single voxel,
enabling representation of crossing fibres in the semioval centre.
where f is the SH coefficient vector of the fODF, S(g) is a vector of DWI
signal measurements at gradient directions g, Q and A are matrices that
evaluate the SH basis along the gradient directions g and across a dense set of
directions respectively, andH is a diagonal matrix implementing the convolution
operation (2.35). The resulting fODF and its ability to represent crossing fibres
is illustrated in Fig. 2.7.
Subsequent research has investigated the benefits of various regularization
schemes, priors, and non-Gaussian noise models. One class of methods
incorporates spatial regularization to improve robustness to noise in low angular
resolution data [94–99]. A fibre continuity prior can furthermore augment the
reconstruction to asymmetric fibre ODFs [100]. Other methods have imposed
fODF sparsity [101–105], often in a context of compressed sensing [106–108].
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Response function estimation
The fibre response function is typically estimated from the data in a mask of
high-anisotropy voxels of coherent single-fibre structure. To this end, Tournier
et al. [91] selected the 300 voxels of highest FA within a white matter mask, and
reoriented the data in each of those voxels such that the principal eigenvector
of the diffusion tensor is aligned with the z-axis. Zonal spherical harmonics are
subsequently fitted to each of those reoriented data samples, and averaged to
obtain the fibre response kernel. As such, this procedure is highly data-driven,
calibrating the response function to the parameters of the acquisition sequence.
Nevertheless, some authors have highlighted the sensitivity of CSD to inaccurate
response function calibration and isotropic partial volume effects [109, 110].
These effects can result in spurious (false-positive) peaks of the fODF,
reducing specificity and possibly hampering subsequent tractography (see below).
One study also found that an alternative deconvolution algorithm based on
Richardson-Lucy damping [111, 112] was less affected by perturbations of the
response function [109]. Several recursive kernel estimation methods have
therefore been introduced [92, 93], which improve the selection and alignment of
single-fibre voxels based on extracted fODF peaks from the previous iteration.
Alternatively, Schultz and Groeschel [104] estimated optimal response functions
in each individual voxel, based on a L0.5 sparsity prior.
Apparent fibre density
At high b-values, the fODF amplitude is approximately proportional to the
radial DWI signal for the corresponding fibre orientation [113]. Simultaneously,
signal from the restricted, intra-axonal compartment is preserved [114, 115],
whereas the extra-axonal water signal is strongly attenuated at these high b-
values [113]. As such, the fODF amplitude is approximately proportional to the
intra-axonal water content, and thus to the fibre density. D. Raffelt et al. [113]
have therefore introduced the term apparent fibre density (AFD) to indicate
the fODF peak amplitude as a quantitative measure of the intra-axonal fibre
volume, and validated this interpretation in Monte-Carlo simulations. They
later refined their definition to the integral of segmented fODF lobes, to improve
robustness to fibre dispersion [116]. A similar metric, hindrance modulated
orientational anisotropy (HMOA), was proposed independently [117]. These
metrics were shown able to characterize white matter changes in pathology [113,
116].
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Figure 2.8: Multi-tissue spherical deconvolution of multi-shell DWI data. Given
response functions (RF) of white matter (WM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and
other tissues, orientation distribution functions (ODF) of those tissues are
reconstructed.
2.4.3 Multi-tissue spherical deconvolution
As mentioned previously, spherical deconvolution assumes a single fibre response
function, and attributes all regional signal variations to partial voluming of
WM in different orientations. However, it ignores spatial partial voluming with
adjacent tissues such as GM and CSF, which are not adequately modelled with
a WM fibre response function. Such non-WM PVE was shown to affect the
fODF reconstruction in 35–50% of all WM voxels [110]. Jeurissen et al. [118]
therefore extended CSD to multiple tissue classes, reconstructing tissue ODFs
for WM, GM, and CSF. In order to recover these tissue ODFs, multi-shell
HARDI data is required with at least as many b-values as the number of tissues.
The spherical convolution model (2.34) then generalizes to a sum of N tissues
Sb(g) =
N∑
t=1
(Ht,b ∗ Ft)(g) , (2.37)
with b-value dependent tissue response functions Ht,b(θ) and tissue ODFs
Ft(θ, φ). Akin to CSD, these tissue ODFs are the solution to a constrained QP
problem [118]. Results show that including GM and CSF response functions
can substantially improve the precision of the fibre ODF reconstruction and
reduce spurious peaks, leading to more reliable AFD measurements [118].
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2.5 Tractography
2.5.1 Streamline tractography
Fibre tractography aims at delineating long-range neuronal pathways, inte-
grating local estimates of the axonal fibre direction on the global, full-brain
scale. Initial attempts took a streamline approach along the estimated WM
orientation, typically provided by the principal eigenvector e1 of the diffusion
tensor [20, 119–123]. Hence, the fibre track r : R→ R3 : s 7→ r(s) is the solution
to a first order differential equation
dr(s)
ds
= e1(r(s)) , (2.38)
subject to initial condition r(0) = r0 which specifies a seed point for the
track [122]. In practice, a first-order Euler integration strategy would be
initialized at the seed point and “walk” along the estimated fibre direction with
a fixed step size, or a more general Runge-Kutta strategy would account for
higher-order derivatives. Seeds are randomly selected in a white matter or brain
mask. In addition, stop criteria such as an FA lower-bound and a maximum
curvature are required.
Beyond DTI, diffusion and fibre ODFs can have multiple maxima that represent
crossing fibre populations. In that case, streamline tracking methods may then
select the ODF peak closest to the current tracking direction [55, 90, 124].
2.5.2 Probabilistic tractography
An important drawback of the deterministic streamline approach is its sensitivity
to noise on the data. Local perturbations of the estimated fibre direction may
accumulate throughout the stepping procedure, resulting in false positive long-
range connections. Moreover, a single estimation error can interrupt tracks due
to the curvature threshold, resulting in false negative connections. In order to
overcome some of these limitations, probabilistic tractography methods relax
the strict constraints of streamline tracking by drawing random samples from a
probability distribution.
Arguably the most widely used in practice is probabilistic streamline tracking,
a class of methods which operate similar to the procedure outlined above but
include uncertainty estimates of the local fibre direction [74, 90, 124–134]. These
methods improve the sensitivity of deterministic streamline tractography, i.e.,
they are less prone to false-negative connections. Nevertheless, their specificity
towards false positives remains low.
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Alternative approaches have addressed fibre tracking at a larger spatial scale, by
delineating shortest-path connections between target regions [135–139]. These
approaches evaluate the support for each particular track along its entire length,
which intends to increase robustness to local perturbations of the data.
2.5.3 Global tractography
In parallel with the development of streamline and probabilistic tractography,
a class of methods was developed that adopt a global inverse problem
perspective [24, 140–145]. These methods aim to reconstruct the geometry of
the complete white matter that best explains the measured DWI data. As such,
the resulting tractogram bears a quantitative correspondence to the AFD in
the data. Moreover, they address the ill-posed nature of diffusion tractography
at the same time, i.e., they are more robust to noise and local reconstruction
errors than streamline tracking [146].
In general, global tractography defines an external energy term related to the
data likelihood, and an internal energy term related to priors of the expected
track configuration. Such priors may, for example, penalize high-curvature
tracks.
2.5.4 Track filtering and anatomical priors
In recent years, tractography has gained increasing interest for studying
the structural connections between grey matter regions in the brain, the so
called human connectome [5]. Given a grey matter parcellation, evaluating a
connectivity matrix using graph theoretic measures of connectivity facilitates
network analysis of the white matter architecture at the global level [147–153].
However, the number of streamlines connecting two regions is not a valid marker
of connectivity [154]. With the exception of global tractography, the distribution
of generated fibre tracks is fundamentally decoupled from the DWI data and
therefore bears no relation with the axonal fibre distribution.
Therefore, a number of track filtering methods have been introduced, which
assign a weight to each streamline such that the full brain track distribution
matches the apparent fibre density in the DWI data [155–160]. As such, a
full brain probabilistic tractogram is subsampled until its regional connectivity
characterizes the strength of the diffusion measurement between regions, making
it a viable tool for structural connectomics [161].
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Figure 2.9: Full brain global tractography in the human brain. Tracks are
coloured by their local direction: red indicates left-right, green indicates
posterior-anterior and blue indicates inferior-superior.
In addition, some methods have incorporated anatomical priors that impose
that track endpoints are located in grey matter [144, 162] in an effort to improve
specificity of the resulting connections.
2.5.5 Bundle segmentation and clustering
Clinical applications such as neurosurgical planning often demand targeted
tracking of particular WM fibre bundles, for example the corticospinal tract and
the arcuate fasciculus. Generally, this requires manual delineation of inclusion,
exclusion, and seeding regions-of-interest (ROI), which is tedious and subjective
work. Therefore, a number of automated bundle segmentation methods have
been presented, either based on a predefined parcellation, on unsupervised
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clustering techniques, or on a combination of both [163]. Parcellation-based
methods [164, 165] use an atlas of predefined ROIs to segment fibre bundles
across subjects, similar to the manual process used for defining white matter
atlases such as Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten [166]. Track clustering
methods [167–171], on the other hand, aim to group tracks into bundles of
consistent geometry, without reference to cortical regions. The resulting clusters
are subsequently or simultaneously labelled as known anatomical structures
based on atlas information [167, 172–177].
2.6 Validation of microstructure and tractography
DWI being unique in its ability to probe neural tissue structure in vivo, a reliable
ground truth is unfortunately out of reach. This absence of a gold standard is
a major impediment to the validation and comparison of microstructure models
and tractography methods. Nevertheless, a number of indirect validation
strategies can be used, in phantoms, ex vivo and in vivo.
First of all, numerical phantoms are by far the most commonly used for validation
of DWI techniques. They consist of simulated data with known ground truth,
and offer full control over the parameters. The phantom is either simulated
as a combination of basis functions with added noise (e.g. [118, 178, 179]), or
using Monte Carlo simulations of water diffusion for a given microstructure
geometry (e.g. [78, 180–183]). For microstructure imaging, such phantoms serve
primarily to assess the accuracy of the model optimization, as the simulation
itself depends on assumptions about the tissue structure and signal. For
tractography, simulated phantoms with dedicated fibre bundle configurations
allow to measure sensitivity and specificity of fiber tracking techniques [179,
184–186]. Alternatively, physical phantoms based on fibres or capillaries [180,
187–189] are used for evaluating tractography accuracy [190] and for quality
assurance of acquisition protocols [191].
Secondly, advanced microscopy techniques can provide detailed information
on the tissue microstructure in ex vivo tissue samples [192]. In particular,
3-D polarised light microscopy [193], optical coherence tomography [194] and
CLARITY [195–197] are promising techniques. DWI has for instance been
compared to microscopy for measuring fibre ODFs [198, 199]. Plausibility of
in vivo estimates of microstructure parameters obtained with DWI can be
compared to histological measurements, such as for instance cell density [200]
or diameter [201]. The main drawback of microscopy is that it can typically
only be applied to small tissue samples.
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Finally, in the absence of ground truth, assessment of tractography results
is often necessarily limited to visual appreciation based on high-level expert
knowledge. In this perspective, comparison between methods is facilitated by
the use of publicly available DWI data that is specifically acquired for research
purposes using dedicated high-resolution imaging protocols, such as the Human
Connectome Project (HCP) database [202]. Validation of tractography in real
tissue can also be based on injectable tracer studies of long-range connectivity
between brain regions in animals [203–207]. While such tracer studies provide
highly accurate projections of cortical connectivity, a drawback is that only a
single injection per animal can be used [208].
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced the underpinning principles of diffusion-weighted
imaging and provided an overview of the current state-of-the-art analysis
methodology and validation strategies. We focused in particular on signal
and microstructure modelling and on tractography, the research areas to which
we will contribute in this thesis. In the next chapters, we will further elaborate
these techniques and present our method contributions, experiments and results.

Chapter 3
Multi-shell multi-tissue global
tractography
The work in this chapter was published in D. Christiaens et al., “Global
tractography of multi-shell diffusion-weighted imaging data using a multi-tissue
model”, NeuroImage, vol. 123, pp. 89–101, Dec. 2015.
3.1 Introduction
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) [12] and tractography [20] provide a unique,
non-invasive technique to study the macroscopic structure and connectivity
of the white matter in the human brain in vivo (the human connectome) [21,
209]. Not only is mapping the connectome one of the biggest challenges in
modern neuroscience, a detailed understanding of its structure and organization
may also help the neuroscientific community to gain insight in a number of
important disease processes [5, 210]. Therefore, diffusion-weighted imaging and
tractography are key elements in recent, large-scale efforts for mapping the
human brain [202, 211]. Yet, besides large datasets, improved analysis pipelines
are needed before connectomics may reliably answer those questions, first and
foremost improved microstructural modelling and tractography [210].
While it has been recognized early on that diffusion is sensitive to the underlying
fibre geometry [15], understanding the precise link between both is essential
for accurate and robust interpretation of the measured data [146, 210]. Hence,
considerable effort has gone to modelling this so-called local inverse problem,
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beyond the (Gaussian) diffusion tensor model [33]. On the one hand, a growing
class of methods aims at modelling the biophysical process directly, hence
deriving microstructural properties such as axon diameter, neurite density, etc.
[72]. On the other hand, data-driven approaches have been developed, which
aim at deriving the fibre geometry with as few prior assumptions about its
physical properties as possible. Arguably the most popular among these are
spherical deconvolution (SD) techniques [90, 91], which reconstruct the fibre
orientation distribution function (fODF) based on a fibre response function
that may be estimated from the data itself. However, despite the progress in
this area, the local inverse problem is inherently incomplete, as the symmetric
nature of the diffusion profile cannot discriminate crossing and fanning fibre
geometries on a larger scale [210].
Because of the aforementioned limitations of local modelling, Mangin et al. [146]
recently advocated “a shift toward a global inverse problem perspective, namely
the global reconstruction of the geometry of the complete white matter”. Indeed,
accounting for the spatial continuity of neural fibres may help in recovering
locally ambiguous configurations, and improve the robustness of the model
fitting. Such is the motivation behind a growing class of spatially regularized
fODF reconstruction methods [94, 95, 97]. Global tractography (GT) methods
[123, 140–143, 145] go even further and aim at reconstructing the entire fibre
configuration that best explains the measured diffusion data. Moreover, they
address the ill-posed nature of diffusion tractography at the same time, i.e.,
they are more robust to noise and local reconstruction errors than streamline
tracking [146].
Yet, current GT methods rely on specific microstructural models with fixed
parameters, which may not always be adapted to the type of data available.
Kreher et al. [141] and Fillard et al. [142] model the fibre response as an
axially-symmetric diffusion tensor. Reisert et al. [143] use the stick model for
the intra-axonal compartment [74], which they have recently extended with
a separate extra-axonal compartment, modelled by a diffusion tensor [145].
Besides having to be tuned to the data at hand, these models are typically
defined for white matter and therefore fail to take partial volume effects from
adjacent tissues into account.
In this chapter, we introduce a multi-shell spherical harmonic response function,
measured from the data, into the generative model defined as part of the global
tractography method of Reisert et al. [143]. In addition, we adopt the multi-
tissue model of Jeurissen et al. [118] to differentiate between white matter
(WM), grey matter (GM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) compartments. As
such, our approach explicitly accounts for partial volume effects, and does not
require a white matter mask in the reconstruction.
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Figure 3.1: Generative model: (a) consider all particles positioned within a
voxel; (b) each of them is represented as a Dirac delta function in the spherical
harmonics basis; (c) the sum of these functions is the segment orientation
distribution function (ODF); (d) the convolution of this ODF with the fibre
response function is the simulated signal D′WM.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Global tractography in the spherical harmonics basis
Particle-based global tractography methods typically model the neural fibre
trajectories as chains of particles (line segments), each characterized by their
position xi and orientation ni [141–143]. The fibre model M then consists
of the set of all segments {Xi = (xi,ni)} and a set of connections between
their endpoints. Ultimately, we wish to maximize the posterior probability of
M given the data D, which, according to Bayes’ rule and assuming a Gibbs
distribution at temperature T , can be written as
P (M|D) ∝ P (D|M)P (M) (3.1)
= e−Edata(M,D)/T e−Econ(M)/T . (3.2)
As such, the problem becomes finding the global minimum of E(M) =
Edata(M, D) +Econ(M). The data energy Edata relates to the data likelihood
and is defined as the mean squared error between the measured data D and
the predicted data D′, simulated from the particle configuration M using a
generative model. The connection energy Econ relates to the model prior and
promotes connectivity and smoothness of the reconstructed tracks.
Generative model
The central hypothesis in this work is that, for white matter, each segment has
a fixed and equal contribution to the predicted data D′WM, in the form of a
fibre response kernel Kb(θ). Kb is a spherical function depending only on the
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elevation angle θ and the b-value, that models the expected diffusion signal for
a single fibre direction along the z-axis. As such, we can simulate the white
matter signal for gradient direction (g, b) by orienting the z-axis of this kernel
along all segments, and integrating over all segments in a voxel r, i.e.,
D′WM(r,g, b) =
∑
(xi,ni)
xi∈N (r)
w(‖r− xi‖)Kb(arccos(ni · g)) . (3.3)
In this equation, N (r) denotes the voxel neighbourhood and w(·) is some spatial
weighting function. In the most simple case, w is a block function the size of
one voxel. Cast into the basis of real, symmetric spherical harmonics (SH) [90],
the kernel reorientation can be described as a convolution with a SH Dirac
delta function δni along the segment direction ni. As such, the predicted white
matter signal becomes
D′WM(r,g, b) =
∑
(xi,ni)
xi∈N (r)
w(‖r− xi‖) (Kb ∗ δni)(g) (3.4)
= Kb ∗
∑
(xi,ni)
xi∈N (r)
w(‖r− xi‖) δni(g) (3.5)
= Kb ∗Ψ(r,g) , (3.6)
where ∗ is the spherical convolution operator and Ψ(r,u) is an SH orientation
distribution function (ODF) of the segments in voxel r. Hence, the white matter
signal is simulated by converting the segment configuration to a fibre ODF and
calculating the convolution with a kernel Kb, as depicted in Fig. 3.1.
In addition, similar to Jeurissen et al. [118], we introduce one or more isotropic
kernels cj(b) that account for partial volume contamination of other tissue types.
Typically, we will use these to model cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and grey matter
(GM), but it should be noted that these can be used to model any isotropic
signal component. Hence our complete model becomes
D′(r,g, b) = Kb ∗Ψ(r,g) +
∑
j
cj(b) fj(r) , (3.7)
where fj(r) is the fraction of isotropic component j in voxel r.
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Data likelihood and priors
Assuming a Gaussian data likelihood, the data energy is defined as
Edata(M, D) = κ
(‖D −D′‖2
QK20
+ µNp
)
, (3.8)
in which κ is a weighting factor. In the first term, Q is the number of acquired
DWI volumes and K0 is the amplitude of the b = 0 WM response function.
Hence, this term expresses the mean-squared-error of the data relative to the
kernel. Because K0 is proportional to the intensity of the DWI data, this scaling
assures that the reconstruction can handle different acquisition protocols and
gradient schemes without needing to adapt the parameters. The second term
imposes a L1-prior on the total number of particles Np in the model, each of
which has an associated cost µ (the particle potential). As such, we aim to
reconstruct the data as well as possible, with as few particles as needed.
The connection energy is defined as in Reisert et al. [143],
Econ(M) = λ
(∑
Xi–Xj∈M
Ubend(Xi–Xj)− ν Nc
)
. (3.9)
The first term comprises the total bending energy across all connected segment
pairs Xi–Xj , expressed as the distance of the connected endpoints to the
midpoint between both segments. The second term introduces a connection
potential ν for each connection, with Nc the total number of connections, meant
to encourage particles to connect to their neighbouring segments.
The weighting factors κ and λ of the data and connection energy terms determine
the balance between both. Generally, a good balance depends on the required
number of particles, which is controlled by the segment weight w as defined
in (3.3). Additionally, we gradually decrease the weight of the data energy in
favour of connection energy throughout the optimization, controlled by the
temperature T (see below). In practice, κ = TT1
1
w2 and λ = 1 is a good default
setting for different datasets. The remaining two parameters, the particle and
connection potentials, can be adapted by the user to give more or less weight
to the priors.
Optimization
The optimization of (3.1) is achieved with a Reversible jump Markov chain
Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) algorithm [212], which allows to obtain random
samples from the posterior distribution P (M|D). As in simulated annealing
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methods, the temperature T is gradually reduced to increase the likelihood
of sampling from the maximum of P (M|D) (or the minimum of E(M)). At
each iteration, the algorithm proposes a new state M′, obtained as a random
perturbation of the current state M, and evaluates the Green’s ratio
R = min
(
1,
e−E(M
′)/T
e−E(M)/T
pprop(M|M′)
pprop(M′|M)
)
, (3.10)
where pprop(next|current) is the transition probability from current state to
the next state. The proposed state M′ is then accepted with probability R,
or discarded otherwise. Transition proposals include creating or removing a
particle, changing its position and orientation by either a random perturbation
or optimally w.r.t. its connected neighbours, and (dis)connecting a particle’s
endpoint to the endpoint of another particle in its neighbourhood [141, 143].
Upon every change to the particles in voxel r, the isotropic fractions fj(r) are
updated by evaluating the difference between the measured data D and the
predicted WM signal D′WM. By definition (3.7), this difference equals the other
tissue compartments, as well as the residual WM, not yet recovered by the
optimization. To account for the latter, we introduce an additional isotropic
fraction of residual WM fresWM with corresponding kernel cWM(b), defined as
the isotropic part of the white matter kernel Kb(θ). All isotropic fractions,
including the residual WM, are then estimated as a non-negativity constrained,
linear least-squares fit to
D −D′WM =
∑
j
cj(b) fj + cWM(b) fresWM . (3.11)
Finally, the data energy is updated by evaluating (3.7)–(3.8).
The presented method was implemented as an add-on to MRtrix (J-D Tournier,
Brain Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia, www.mrtrix.org) and released
to the community.
3.2.2 Response function estimation
So far, we have made no prior assumptions on the acquisition protocol. The
presented method can be applied to data of any q-space sampling scheme, as
long as Kb(θ) can be defined. For the remainder of this chapter, we choose to
estimate the fibre response function from the data, which requires a multi-shell
protocol. The main advantage of this approach is that Kb is easily calibrated to
the scanner, the acquisition sequence, and the (group of) subject(s). The white
matter response function is estimated as the average signal in a mask of single
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Figure 3.2: Estimated kernels for dataset 1. Left: the fibre response kernel for a
fibre along the vertical axis, at different b-values. Middle: the radial attenuation
of the CSF and GM kernels, as well as the isotropic part of the WM kernel
(thick blue line) and its radial (top thin line) and axial attenuation (bottom
thin line). Right: Corresponding masks in which these kernels are estimated.
fibre voxels, after reorienting the gradient tables in these voxels such that the
principal eigenvectors of the diffusion tensors align [91]. CSF and GM kernels
are estimated as the mean DWI signal per shell, averaged across respective
masks.
A single fibre WM mask and isotropic GM and CSF masks can be obtained
from a T1w-image and the fractional anisotropy (FA) map, provided that the
T1w and DWI data have been co-registered to the same space (see Data below).
First, a probabilistic tissue segmentation is generated from a T1w-image using
FSL FAST [213] and thresholded at probability > 95% for WM, GM and CSF
separately. Secondly, single fibre voxels are selected from the WM segmentation
by thresholding the FA above 0.75. Similarly, isotropic GM and CSF voxels are
selected by imposing an FA below 0.1. An example of the resulting masks and
kernels are shown in Fig. 3.2.
3.3 Data and Experiments
3.3.1 Data
Simulated phantom
Phantom data with known ground truth was generated using the Phantomas
software [179], based on the geometry of the 2nd HARDI reconstruction
challenge, organized at ISBI 2013 [186]. This phantom consists of white matter,
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grey matter, and CSF mimicking regions, simulated with realistic relaxation
times. The white matter contains 27 fibre bundles, including crossing, kissing,
and fanning structures, simulated with a multi-tensor model with principal
eigenvalue 0.0017 and secondary eigenvalues 0.0002, and corrupted with Rician
noise at signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. The voxel size
is 2mm isotropic; the gradient encoding scheme equals that of the Human
Connectome Project (cf. in vivo dataset 1). All tissue-specific response functions
are estimated in ground-truth regions on the noise-free dataset.
In vivo dataset 1
Data of a neurologically healthy subject was provided by the WU-Minn Human
Connectome Project (HCP) Q3 data release [202]. The diffusion data consists
of 3 × 90 gradient directions at b-values 1000, 2000, and 3000 s/mm2 and 18
non-diffusion weighted images (b = 0), at an isotropic voxel size of 1.25mm,
and was corrected for motion, eddy current, and EPI distortions as described
in Glasser et al. [214]. In addition, a T1-weighted image of isotropic voxel size
0.7mm is available in the same reference frame.
In vivo dataset 2
A second, healthy subject was scanned on a Philips Achieva 3.0T TX system,
using a diffusion-weighted imaging sequence comprised of 10 b = 0 images, 25
images at b-value 700 s/mm2, 40 images at b = 1000 s/mm2, and 75 images at b =
2800 s/mm2. The voxel size equals 2.5mm (isotropic). Additionally, a single b = 0
image was acquired with reverse-phase encoding to correct for EPI distortions,
as well as motion and eddy current distortions using FSL TOPUP and EDDY
tools [215, 216]. A T1w-scan was acquired with a 3D TFE sequence, at voxel
size 1.2mm × 0.98mm × 0.98mm.
3.3.2 Parameter settings
The maximal SH order ℓmax = 10 was used in all experiments. In the phantom
dataset, we use a segment length 2ℓ = 4mm and a particle weight w = 0.1,
meaning that on average w−1 = 10 segments per voxel are needed to reconstruct
the white matter. For the in vivo datasets, the segment length 2ℓ is 2mm. The
particle weight is set to w = 0.1 for dataset 1 and to w = 0.0125 for dataset 2
to account for the larger voxel size. The connection potential ν is fixed at 0.5
for all experiments. The particle potential is set to µ = 5%w.
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The optimization starts with a burn-in phase at constant temperature T0 for
the first 10% of the iterations, and then proceeds with an exponential cooling
schedule towards the final temperature T1. For the phantom dataset, we used
108 iterations from T0 = 0.5 to T1 = 0.001. For the in vivo data, we used 109
iterations, with T0 = 0.1 and T1 = 0.001.
3.3.3 Validation
We compare the proposed multi-shell multi-tissue global tractography (MSMT-
GT) method to two alternative (multi-shell) approaches on the simulated
phantom:
1. Multi-shell multi-tissue constrained spherical deconvolution (MSMT-CSD)
[118], followed by probabilistic streamline tractography using the 2nd order
method iFOD2 as implemented in MRtrix [124, 133]. All parameters are
set to their default values: the step size is 0.5× voxel size, the maximum
angle between consecutive steps is 45◦, the fODF amplitude cut-off is 0.1,
and the minimum track length is 5× voxel size. Seed points are drawn
from a uniform distribution in a full brain mask.
2. The global tractography method of Reisert et al. [143], as implemented in
MITK [217, 218], which evaluates the ball-and-stick model on the diffusion
ODF [57]. We employed the multi-shell diffusion ODF reconstruction
method of Aganj et al. [64], and set all common parameters such as
segment length and temperature equal to those chosen in our own method.
Parameters specific to the ball-and-stick model were tuned by MITK with
the built-in methods within a WM mask.
Quantitative comparison in the simulated datasets is based on the tractometer
approach [185, 219, 220]. Given regions-of-interest (ROIs) at the ends of all
bundles in the phantom, we calculate the percentage of valid connections (VC)
and invalid connections (IC) between these end regions, and the percentage of
no connections (NC), i.e., tracks that reach none or only one of the target ROIs.
Ideally, VC is 100% and IC and NC are 0%. For ease of interpretation, we
also report the total connection ratio VC+IC = 1–NC, which should be large
for maximal connectivity, and the valid connection ratio VC/(VC+IC), which
should be large for maximal specificity. Finally, we count the number of valid
bundles (VB) and invalid bundles (IB), where a bundle is counted as soon as at
least one track connects its two end regions. The phantom contains 27 ground
truth bundles between 53 end regions, which allows for a maximum of 1351
invalid bundles.
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In the in vivo datasets, we provide a visual comparison between these methods
in interesting regions and fibre bundles, which allows for a qualitative assessment
of the reconstructed tractograms.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Simulated data
We investigate the effect of the particle potential µ and connection potential
ν on the tractometer analysis. First, fixing ν = 0.5, the effect of varying µ
is shown on the left in Fig. 3.3. The total connectivity VC+IC is maximum
at µ = 2%w (23.9%), and the valid connection ratio VC/(VC+IC) reaches
a maximum of 69.9% for µ = 1%w. The number of valid bundles VB is 27
for most of the range but decreases at µ = 10%w and beyond. The number
of invalid bundles IB shows a clear decreasing trend for increasing particle
potential. Secondly, when fixing µ = 5%w and varying the connection potential
ν, the total connection ratio increases for higher ν, while the valid connection
ratio decreases. Simultaneously, both VB and IB increase for increasing ν. As
such, decreasing the connection potential improves the precision while sacrificing
connectivity. It is clear from these graphs that there is no single parameter
setting that performs best by all measures. We therefore selected ν = 0.5 and
µ = 5%w as a sensible compromise.
Given these parameters, we compare the presented method to the competing
techniques described above across different SNR levels. The resulting metrics
are plotted in Fig. 3.4. For SNR 20, we listed the results in Table 3.1 and
depicted the reconstructed tracks in Fig. 3.5. The presented MSMT-GT method
has the best valid connection ratio of the tested techniques, especially for SNR ≥
10. Streamline tractography consistently outperforms global tractography in
terms of the total connection rate. The multi-shell multi-tissue model proves
particularly beneficial in the low-SNR range (≤ 20) for both streamline and
global tractography, as shown by the higher VC/(VC+IC) and much lower IB.
This can also be observed in Fig. 3.5, which shows that MITK-GT results in
many spurious tracks in GM regions that are not explicitly accounted for in its
ball-and-stick model. Additionally, MITK was never able to reconstruct all 27
fibre bundles in the phantom, while both MSMT approaches did for sufficient
SNR.
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Figure 3.3: Tractometer analysis of the simulated phantom: effect of the particle
and connection potentials at SNR 20. In the left plots, the particle potential
µ (expressed as a percentage of the particle weight w) is adapted while the
connection potential is kept constant at ν = 0.5. In the plots on the right, ν is
adapted while µ is fixed at 5%w.
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Figure 3.4: Tractometer analysis of the simulated phantom: comparison to
streamline tractography and MITK global tractography on for different SNR
levels.
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Table 3.1: Tractometer results of the simulated phantom at SNR 20. The
number of valid connections (VC), invalid connections (IC), and no connections
(NC) are expressed as percentages relative to the total number of tracks (#t).
The no. valid and invalid bundles (VB and IB) are expressed in absolute terms.
#t VC (%) IC (%) NC (%) VC + IC (%) VC
VC+IC
(%) VB IB
MSMT-iFOD2 10000 35.9 22.7 41.4 58.6 61.3 27 86
MITK-GT 8511 4.4 3.0 92.6 7.4 59.5 25 92
MSMT-GT 5756 15.9 7.0 77.1 22.9 69.4 27 50
Figure 3.5: Reconstruction of the simulated phantom at SNR 20: (a)
probabilistic streamline tracking on the fODF, reconstructed using multi-shell
multi-tissue CSD, (b) MITK global tractography, and (c) our method using the
multi-shell multi-tissue model.
3.4.2 In vivo data
The total processing time of MSMT-GT for a full brain tractogram with the
specified parameter settings was about 4 h for dataset 1 and 3 h for dataset 2
(standard desktop running 4 parallel threads). By comparison, MITK-GT took
around 4 h for dataset 1 and 2 h for dataset 2. Streamline tracking (iFOD2)
is much faster, but full-brain MSMT-CSD also took over 4 h in dataset 1 and
around 30min in dataset 2.
The estimated volume fractions of all tissues are shown in Fig. 3.6 for both
datasets. The segment density map (WM fraction), and the CSF and GM
fractions, have the contrast expected from these tissues, although the segment
density exhibits a slight drop in crossing fibre regions. The residual error map
is expressed as the root-mean-squared (RMS) error between measured and
simulated data, relative to the WM scaling, i.e., the square root of the first term
in (3.8): ‖D −D′‖/√QK0. This relative error is fairly homogeneous in each
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Figure 3.6: Axial slices of the estimated tissue fractions in both datasets: (a)
a T1 segmentation for reference, (b) the fraction of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF),
(c) the fraction of grey matter (GM), (d) the fraction of white matter (WM),
proportional to the segment density, and (e) the residual error map, measured
as the relative root-mean-squared (RMS) difference.
tissue and around 2% in WM. Ventricular CSF stands out due to its strong
attenuation and high signal at b = 0, whereas WM is affected by the particle
potential.
In Figs. 3.7–3.9, we show close-ups of the tractography results obtained with
the proposed MSMT-GT method for the centrum semiovale, the fornix, and
the precentral gyrus, and compare these visually to the results of MITK global
tractography and MSMT-CSD. In Fig. 3.7 for dataset 2, the tracks from the
corpus callosum radiate laterally, crossing the corona radiata and the superior
longitudinal fasciculus. This can also be observed in the fODFs, displayed
at the bottom of that figure, which are produced as an ancillary result of
our global tractography approach and closely resemble the fODFs produced
by MSMT-CSD. With MITK-GT, we observe spurious fibres at the edge of
the ventricles and few tracks radiating laterally. Fig. 3.8 shows part of the
fornix in the mid-sagittal plane, as well as the corpus callosum and the anterior
commissure, overlaid on a map of the estimated CSF fraction. The partial
volume effect between the ventricles and the surrounding WM structures is
explicitly modelled and introduced little to no spurious peaks in the fODFs.
Compared to MITK-GT, our approach produced fewer spurious fibres in PVE
regions. Fig. 3.9 shows the association fibres connecting grey matter areas in the
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Figure 3.7: Centrum semiovale of in vivo dataset 2. Right: the tracks within
a coronal slab of 2.5mm and the associated fODFs, overlaid on the estimated
CSF fraction. Top left: corresponding view of the tracks in MITK-GT, overlaid
on the b = 0 image. Bottom left: fODFs in MSMT-CSD, overlaid on the CSF
fraction estimated in MSMT-CSD.
motor cortex (precentral gyrus) and the premotor cortex (middle frontal gyrus).
Compared to MSMT-CSD, our approach underestimates the WM fraction at
the WM-GM interface due to the imposed particle potential. Without such
prior, tracks run deeper into cortical GM, but also falsely connect through the
precentral sulcus.
In addition, we segmented white matter bundles based on the protocol outlined
in Wassermann et al. [164], which queries tracks based on their anatomical
position w.r.t. a cortical parcellation. We show 5 segmented fibre bundles
in Fig. 3.10 and compare them qualitatively between methods. For the given
segmentation, iFOD2 streamline tracking produces dense fibre bundles which
successfully delineate the anatomical structures. Global tractography results
are less dense due to many short tracks that do not reach the inclusion ROIs.
Nevertheless, a clear improvement of the MSMT model over MITK can be
observed, particularly in the corpus callosum and the uncinate fasciculus.
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Figure 3.8: Sagittal view of the fornix of in vivo dataset 1. Right: the tracks
within a slab of 2.5mm and the associated fODFs, overlaid on the estimated
CSF fraction. Top left: corresponding view of the tracks in MITK-GT, overlaid
on the b = 0 image. Bottom left: fODFs in MSMT-CSD, overlaid on the CSF
fraction estimated in MSMT-CSD.
In dataset 1, we found that 62.9% of all white matter voxels contains crossing
fibres, and 32.2% contains a 3-way crossing, which is consistent with previous
estimates [56]. The histogram of the track length is shown in Fig. 3.11 and
closely fits an exponential distribution.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Multi-shell, multi-tissue global tractography
Mapping the human connectome in vivo by tractography is only meaningful
when the track distribution, if not every track, truly represents some property
of the neural tissue. At the very least, the density of the reconstructed full-
brain tractogram should correspond to the apparent fibre density (AFD) in the
measured DWI data [113, 117]. Streamline tractography, due to its dependence
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Figure 3.9: Axial view of the inferior part of the precentral gyrus and the middle
frontal gyrus of in vivo dataset 1. Right: the tracks within a slab of 2.5mm
and the associated fODFs, overlaid on the estimated GM fraction. Top left:
corresponding view of the tracks in MITK-GT, overlaid on the b = 0 image.
Bottom left: fODFs in MSMT-CSD, overlaid on the GM fraction estimated in
MSMT-CSD.
on the seeding distribution and hard thresholds on curvature, FA, or fODF
amplitude, lacks any quantitative correspondence to the data and is therefore
not suited for measuring connectivity [154].
Both generative and discriminative methods have been presented which ensure
this correspondence. Discriminative methods [156, 157, 159, 161] start from a
dense superset of fibre tracks and filter it until it corresponds to the fODF or
the data in a convex optimization framework. Their main advantage is that
anatomical constraints can easily be incorporated [144, 162]. On the downside,
these methods have been shown to depend on the input superset [159], especially
regarding false negatives. On the other hand, generative global tractography
methods [141–143, 145] directly optimize the tractogram to the data given a
generative signal model and priors on the track configuration.
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Figure 3.10: Segmented fibre bundles in dataset 1. From top to bottom: the right
cingulate tract (Ci), the corpus callosum (CC), the left and right corticospinal
tracts (CST), the right superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), and the right
uncinate fasciculus (UF).
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Figure 3.11: Histogram of the track length, computed across 50 bins in the
range of 0 to 200mm. Notice the log-scale on the vertical axis.
Our approach extends the generative signal model to arbitrary, multi-shell
fibre response functions. While this kernel can be modelled in many ways, we
propose to estimate it from the dataset at hand, specific to a subject or study.
In this way, the presented approach is not restricted to fixed microstructural
models, unlike previous work [142, 143]. Compared to Reisert et al. [145], which
jointly estimates the global track configuration and the local parameters of
a biexponential microstructure model, our approach is less computationally
demanding.
In line with Jeurissen et al. [118], we also extended the generative model for
multiple tissue classes to explicitly account for partial volume effects (PVE). By
including isotropic response functions for non-white matter tissues such as grey
matter and CSF, we can obtain a probabilistic segmentation of these tissues in
the raw diffusion data, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. As such, our GT method only
requires a (rough) brain mask, whereas current global tractography methods
typically require a white matter mask.
The global tractography method is, at the same time, a spatially-regularized
fODF reconstruction method, adapted for multi-shell HARDI data and multiple
tissue types. The fODF is produced as an ancillary result, based on the segment
distribution, in a similar way as the track orientation distribution (TOD) [221].
However, as global tractography matches the track density to the underlying
data, the TOD becomes the fODF. The spatial regularization stems from the
interaction between neighbouring segments, rather than voxels, which allows to
adapt its scale to the structures of interest.
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Finally, while the data energy of our global tractography method assumes
Gaussian noise, the noise model in real data is Rice or noncentral χ distributed,
depending on the image reconstruction, and may bias tractography [222, 223].
However, by estimating the tissue response functions from the data under the
same assumption, the kernels incorporate this noise bias as well, and represent
not the actual tissue response, but rather expectations of the actual response
under non-Gaussian noise. As such, our data-driven approach counteracts some
of the effects of a Rician noise bias under the more general assumption of
stationary (spatially dependent) noise. In accelerated imaging techniques, the
noise distribution is not stationary, but can be well approximated as Gaussian
for sufficiently high SNR [223]. Both datasets used in this work are of sufficient
quality to support this approximation: for dataset 1 (HCP), Sotiropoulos et
al. [224] reported SNR values around 10 for shell b = 3000 s/mm2; for (in-house)
dataset 2, Veraart et al. [225] estimated the median SNR at 8.42 for shell
b = 2800 s/mm2.
3.5.2 Response function estimation
In this work, we have used a supervised kernel estimation method, based on
tissue segmentations obtained from a T1-weighted image (T1). The advantage
of such approach is that it allows the user to carefully select the desired kernels.
The disadvantage is that T1 needs to be available and needs to be aligned to the
DWI data1. When this is not the case, tissue classes might be segmented directly
on the DWI data [226, 227] or a number of representative (low PVE) voxels
can be manually delineated. Alternatively, one can resort to an unsupervised
method, independent of any prior tissue segmentation. In the Appendix to this
chapter, we describe a method, based on non-negative matrix factorization, in
which an arbitrary number of isotropic kernels are automatically estimated from
the data. The resulting kernels closely match those of the supervised procedure,
as does the global fibre reconstruction. We further extend this method to
anisotropic kernels in Chapter 6.
One limitation of the selected WM/GM/CSF representation, is that spurious
segments can occur in non-WM regions that are not explicitly modelled,
particularly in the dura mater and the cerebellar tentorium. Trapped water in
these membranes yields a low signal attenuation with increasing b-value, which
is most closely represented by the WM kernel. As shown in Fig. 3.2, white
matter has the lowest attenuation of the modelled tissues, and therefore fits well
in highly restrictive compartments. This touches upon a fundamental limitation
of the multi-shell multi-tissue model, which we call kernel conditioning. The
1Actually, the DWI data should be corrected for EPI distortions, for example using a
reverse-phase encoding acquisition protocol [215].
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b-value attenuation of all kernels must be sufficiently distinctive to allow robust
segmentation of the corresponding tissue types. Nevertheless, the effect of not
modelling surrounding tissues such as the dura can be largely mediated with a
proper brain mask and with the use of the particle potential.
3.5.3 Tractometer results
Tractometer analysis of the effect of the particle and connection potential has
shown that no single parameter setting performs best by all measures. Instead,
they can be tuned by the user depending on the application. For example,
for connectome analysis one could maximize VC/(VC+IC) by decreasing the
connection potential, at the cost of a reduced total connection rate. For bundle
segmentation, on the other hand, a higher connection potential could increase
VC (to be segmented) at the cost of a higher IC (to be excluded by the
segmentation). Similar observations have been made in streamline tractography,
where it has been pointed out that no single parameter setting for, e.g., the step
size or the maximum curvature, optimizes all tractometer metrics [185, 219].
The comparison to alternative methods shown in Fig. 3.4 demonstrates that the
presented approach yields a high valid connection ratio and low IB. Compared
to the ball-and-stick model used in MITK, the multi-shell multi-tissue model
strongly improves the reconstruction, especially in the low SNR range. As
shown in Fig. 3.5, explicitly accounting for multiple tissue types in global
tractography reduces spurious fibres in GM regions. Additionally, we found that
the improvement in VB between MITK and our approach also relates to PVE,
particularly in bundles near phantom “CSF” regions. Furthermore, calibrating
the white matter model to the data at hand helps to increase VC and reduce
NC, which ultimately reflects in an improved VC/(VC+IC) ratio.
Compared to probabilistic streamline tractography on fODFs obtained from
MSMT-CSD [118], our method has a higher valid connection rate but a lower
total connectivity rate. This relates to a general issue with global tractography
that tracks can start or end in WM due to their segment representation.
Moreover, this phantom is inherently difficult for global tractography, as it
assumes constant AFD in crossings (without increasing the volume of the
crossing bundles), which is in conflict with the superposition of segments in our
model. Streamline tracking, which does not ensure corresponding fibre density,
is not affected by this assumption of the phantom.
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3.5.4 In vivo results
The resulting full brain reconstructions are consistent with known anatomy,
and correctly trace challenging structures, including the anterior commissure
and short association fibres. The volume fraction maps shown in Fig. 3.6
exhibit the contrast expected from these tissues. However, the segment density
contains a slight decrease in crossing regions, whereas the grey matter fraction
is elevated at the corresponding positions. The WM signal in crossings can be
more isotropic and can therefore more closely resemble grey matter, especially
in combination with the particle potential. However, the reconstruction of the
centrum semiovale (Fig. 3.7) shows that this effect is small in practice.
Figs. 3.7–3.9 illustrate that the presented method explicitly models partial
volume effects between neighbouring tissues, and hence produces fODFs that are
qualitatively similar to results obtained from MSMT-CSD [118]. However, while
MSMT-CSD optimizes the data likelihood only, MSMT-GT imposes additional
priors on the particles and connections. As such, additional spatial regularization
and sparsity is achieved. For example, in Fig. 3.9, the particle potential has
slightly suppressed the track reconstruction at the WM-GM interface, where
the data provides less evidence, and hence avoided false connections through
thin sulci. Similarly, the connection potential increases support for segments
that align well with their neighbouring segments. Ultimately, these priors aim
to improve the specificity of the track reconstruction.
For the purpose of bundle segmentation, the results of MSMT-GT are on par
with probabilistic streamline tractography and show improvement over MITK-
GT. Streamline tractography delineates the long-range WM bundles nicely,
facilitated by the absence of any requirement to match AFD. MSMT-GT was
able to reconstruct similar fibre bundles, except for the inferior part of the CST
that is missing from the segmentation. By comparison, MITK-GT produced
less organized tracks, particularly in the corpus callosum.
The track length histograms in Fig. 3.11 show a strongly skewed distribution,
with high prevalence of short fibres and much lewer long-range connections.
This result supports existing hypotheses about the efficient organization of the
brain in which proximate regions are more densely connected [228–231], and is
consistent with recent observations by R. E. Smith et al. [161]. Nevertheless,
it is yet unclear if this truly represents the distribution of the neuronal fibre
length, and to which extent it is affected by the global tractography method.
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3.5.5 Future perspectives
The proposed method is calibrated to the data at hand, via a kernel that
represents healthy tissue across the entire brain. A first area of future research
lies in evaluating the method on pathological cases, possibly including kernels
for tumour and edema tissue. Another extension would be to adapt the fibre
response function to the local microstructure by allowing some degrees of
freedom, in line with recent work by Reisert et al. [145].
Secondly, global tractography may benefit from including additional priors on
the expected track configuration, e.g., enforcing anatomical constraints [144,
162] or imposing a prior on the local track orientation [24]. Such priors may
improve the quality of the track reconstruction or increase its robustness against
low resolution or low SNR data. Furthermore, the ability of our method to
simultaneously segment the WM-GM interface without relying on atlases or
other imaging modalities opens new possibilities for defining priors on, e.g.,
track bending or endpoints.
3.6 Conclusion
The goal of this work was to introduce a data-driven approach to global
tractography, independent of a specific biophysical model. Instead, we rely on
multi-shell tissue response functions, estimated from the data itself and adapted
to the subject or study, for jointly reconstructing white matter fibres and the
fODF, and estimating volume fractions of adjacent tissues. The findings that
we have presented suggest that calibrating the fibre response and handling
partial voluming in this way improves the quality of tractography. As such, we
have integrated local and global reconstruction of white matter, matched to the
apparent fibre density in the DWI data, and segmentation of grey matter and
CSF into one comprehensive framework. The presented work is an important
step towards quantitative tractography, and ultimately assessing white matter
structure and connectivity in healthy subjects and patients.
Appendix: Unsupervised kernel estimation
The estimation of the isotropic kernels for CSF and GM as described in
Section 3.2.2 was based on a tissue segmentation from a T1-weighted image.
Here, we propose an alternative, unsupervised kernel estimation method that
relies only on the DWI data at hand.
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Figure 3.12: Unsupervised kernel estimation. Left: Plot of the isotropic kernels
estimated as described in Section 3.2.2 and shown in Fig. 3.2 (solid lines),
and the four kernels estimated by the unsupervised method (dashed lines) on
dataset 1. Right: Voxels of which these kernels are a weighted average, depicted
in the corresponding colours.
We average the raw diffusion signal on every shell to obtain, in each voxel
r, a vector of the mean isotropic diffusion signal per b-value, Dˆ(r, b). Then,
by the isotropic part of (3.7), Dˆ ≈ C F , in which C is a matrix containing
the isotropic kernels for all tissues, including WM, in its columns, and F
contains the isotropic fractions of those tissues. We then minimize ‖Dˆ−C F‖2,
s.t.C > 0, F > 0,1TF = 1, and impose the additional constraint that all kernels
should be a convex combination of the original data points Dˆ. This problem is
commonly known as convex non-negative matrix factorization (CNMF) [232].
We took a random subsample of 3000 voxels within the brain mask of dataset
1, and solved the CNMF problem using the iterative algorithm outlined in
Ding et al. [232]. The kernels were initialized with the centroids of a k-means
clustering in the 4-dimensional space of this dataset (b-values). When using 4
kernels, we obtained a close correspondence to the original WM, GM and CSF
kernels used in this chapter, as well as a fourth kernel of low attenuation that
corresponds to a highly restrictive compartment (Fig. 3.12 left). The right part
of Fig. 3.12 shows the weights by which each voxel contributes to the kernels of
corresponding colour, which converge to a sparse set in CNMF [232]. The voxels
contributing to the CSF and GM kernels are indeed sampled in the respective
tissues. The fourth component is sampled in the dura. This illustrates that
tissue kernels can be estimated from multi-shell DWI data directly, even when
no T1w-image is available.
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Chapter 4
Population priors in global
tractography
The work in this chapter was published in
D. Christiaens et al., “Atlas-guided global tractography: Imposing a prior on the
local track orientation”, in Computational Diffusion MRI – MICCAI Workshop,
L. O’Donnell et al., Eds., ser. Mathematics and Visualization, Cambridge, MA,
USA: Springer International Publishing, Sep. 2014, pp. 115–123
and
D. Christiaens et al., “Imposing label priors in global tractography can resolve
crossing fibre ambiguities”, in International Society for Magnetic Resonance in
Medicine (ISMRM) 23th Annual Meeting & Exhibtion, vol. 23, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, May 2015, p. 2258.
4.1 Introduction
Since its introduction over a decade ago, diffusion tractography has come a long
way from local, deterministic, then probabilistic approaches, towards global
tractography [146, 210], steadily gaining importance for in vivo neuroanatomy
studies and neurosurgical planning. Deterministic streamline approaches [20]
are highly sensitive to local estimation errors, leading to low accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity of the reconstructed tracks in the presence of noise, modelling
errors, and partial volume effects [210, 233]. Probabilistic fibre tracking can
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accommodate for this uncertainty [233], but won’t improve the accuracy of
each individual streamline. Moreover, streamline tractography is inherently
difficult to quantify due to its dependence on the seeding distribution. Global
fibre tracking methods [140–143] aim to reconstruct the ensemble of fibres that
best explain the measured DWI data [146]. By addressing the problem at a
global scale, these methods can be less sensitive to local estimation errors and
maintain a quantifiable correspondence to the data.
Yet, the development of tractography methods has been largely focused on
single subject data, and very little on cross-population analysis and inter-subject
variability. Indeed, while atlases are at the core of state-of-the-art segmentation
and label fusion methods [234], their use in diffusion tractography is mostly
limited to automated and consistent delineation of regions of interest for seeding,
inclusion, and exclusion in streamline tractography, and for clustering and
labelling of the resulting fibre tracks [163]. In regard to streamline tractography,
Cook et al. [235] have demonstrated the use of a diffusion tensor atlas as a
prior distribution for the fibre orientation. Yap et al. [236] have similarly used
a distribution of the maxima of the fibre orientation distributions (FOD) in
different subjects, as a means of improving tractography of the average atlas.
At the global image scale, R. E. Smith et al. [162] and Lemkaddem et al. [144]
have imposed anatomical constraints on the track end points in streamline and
global tractography. In addition, Yendiki et al. [237] have imposed a shape
prior on individual pathways connecting segmented end regions in a Bayesian
semi-global tractography framework [238].
Here, we extend the global tractography framework developed in the previous
chapter with local and global population priors in the form of an atlas. We
hypothesize that these priors may improve the overall quality and specificity of
the fibre reconstruction, as they may guide the MCMC optimization towards
the global minimum and/or exclude anatomically implausible solutions. Local
and global priors were evaluated in two separate experiments: one imposes a
prior on the local track orientation, the other imposes a prior on the global
bundle label that individual fibres belong to. Both of course require atlases of
different form, which we will assume are given for the purpose of this chapter.
In Chapter 5, we will then discuss atlas construction from population data in
more detail.
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4.2 Imposing a prior on the local track orientation
First, we incorporate a local fibre orientation prior, represented as a population
atlas of the track orientation distribution (TOD) [221]. This atlas is derived
from 20 normal subjects and represented in the basis of spherical harmonics
(SH). The TOD captures both the expected fibre directions and their support by
the local neighbourhood. We expect this atlas to guide the global tractography
towards a more targeted reconstruction, due to its high angular contrast.
4.2.1 Method
Given an atlas A of the local track orientation, the posterior probability of the
fibre model (3.1) of the previous chapter is extended to
P (M|D,A) ∝ P (D|M, A)P (M|A) (4.1)
∝ P (D|M)P (A|M)P (M) , (4.2)
using Bayes’ rule and assuming the subject data is independent of the atlas.
Hence, the posterior probability of the fibre model M is proportional to the
data likelihood, the atlas likelihood, and the internal prior of the fibre model
itself. Assuming the usual Gibbs distribution, the new energy function becomes
E(M) = Edata(M, D) + Eatlas(M, A) + Econ(M) . (4.3)
Hence, the atlas prior directly extends the global tractography framework
introduced in Chapter 3 with an additional energy term. The resulting fibre
configuration can thus be optimized in the same way.
We define the atlas energy Eatlas(M, A) as the L2-distance between the predicted
fibre ODF Ψ˜(r,u) and the atlas TOD Ψ˜a(r,u). The predicted fODF is related
to the intermediary segment ODF Ψ(u) introduced in (3.6) by convolution
with an apodized point spread function (aPSF) [239], i.e., Ψ˜(u) = aPSF ∗Ψ(u).
This apodized PSF is defined as the sharpest nonnegative function that can be
represented in the SH basis of order ℓmax. The convolution thus results in a
nonnegative distribution that is more robust to SH aliasing effects. The atlas
TOD is similarly assumed to be a strictly nonnegative representation of the
local orientation of the tractogram.
According to Parseval’s theorem, the L2-distance between ODFs equals the sum
of squared differences between their corresponding SH coefficients. In the spirit
of Dhollander et al. [221], we propose to use a minimum track length threshold
for the atlas TOD, which emphasizes neighbourhood support of the local track
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orientation. As discussed in Chapter 3, the distinction between the fibre ODF,
which relates to the data, and the TOD, which is a direct representation of any
tractogram, is mute in global tractography where the latter is directly optimized
to correspond to the former. However, if the tractogram is postprocessed by
imposing a minimum track length, the distinction does matter.
4.2.2 Experimental setup
Data
Data of 25 neurologically healthy subjects between ages 22 and 35 years old
were provided by the WU-Minn Human Connectome Project (HCP) Q3 data
release [202]. The diffusion data consists of 3 × 90 gradient directions at b-values
1000, 2000, and 3000 s/mm2 and 18 non-diffusion weighted images (b = 0), at an
isotropic voxel size of 1.25mm, and was corrected for motion and EPI distortions
as described in [214]. In each subject, the white matter (WM) response function
was estimated in a fractional anisotropy (FA ≥ 0.75) mask using standard
techniques for all shells [91]. Isotropic grey matter (GM) and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) kernels were estimated as the average signal in manually delineated
regions. Finally, the kernels of all subjects were averaged to obtain one mean
WM, GM and CSF kernel.
Atlas Construction
The atlas was constructed out of 20 randomly selected subjects, using global
tractography without atlas prior as described in Chapter 3 in each subject
individually. The segment length was set to 2mm, the maximal order of the SH
basis to ℓmax = 10, and the weight of each segment to 0.1, such that on average
10 segments per white matter voxel are reconstructed. We ran the MH sampler
for 109 iterations, which took around 10 hours (single-threaded) on a standard
desktop computer.
The resulting fibre segments were normalized to MNI space, using the non-linear
warps provided by the HCP and originally obtained with FSL FNIRT [214, 240,
241]. The centre point of each segment is transformed to MNI space and its
direction is reoriented according to the Jacobian of the local deformation field.
Next, we imposed a minimum track length threshold, such that only tracks
consisting of at least 10 segments remained, corresponding with a minimum
track length of 20mm. These segments were subsequently transformed and
reoriented to the space of the 5 remaining subjects for testing. Finally, the set
of transformed and filtered segments of all subjects was converted to an ODF
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Table 4.1: Mean track length and total number of tracks for all test subjects.
uniform prior atlas prior
Subject avg. length no. tracks avg. length no. tracks
1 16.05 mm 281 403 19.27 mm 131 196
2 17.04 mm 211 759 21.93 mm 112 591
3 16.16 mm 249 838 20.48 mm 119 286
4 16.79 mm 199 610 21.93 mm 109 324
5 16.98 mm 221 455 21.57 mm 116 499
representation using aPSFs as described in Section 4.2.1. Conceptually, this is
identical to existing methods for ODF reorientation and atlas construction [26,
239], except that those methods first fit a weighted sum of uniformly oriented
aPSFs to the data in every voxel. The segment representation, used in global
tractography, allows to avoid this fitting step.
4.2.3 Results
The effect of the proposed atlas prior was evaluated in the 5 remaining subjects,
using identical parameter settings as for the initial global tractography. First of
all, the mean track length, reported in Table 4.1, is exponentially distributed
and increases significantly with the atlas prior (F-test, p-value 10−6) by about
25%. Simultaneously, the imposed atlas prior reduces the number of tracks
by approximately 50%. These observations indicate that while the overall
density decreases, mostly the number of short, incomplete or interrupted tracks
is reduced by the atlas prior.
Figure 4.1 shows a cross-section of the reconstructed tractogram of test subject 1,
and illustrates that the decreased track density with use of the atlas prior is
mainly located in the distal gyri. All major WM bundles are present in the
reconstruction, and the crossing of the corpus callosum, the corona radiata, and
the superior longitudinal fasciculus, sometimes challenging for tractography, is
successfully recovered in both global tractography reconstructions, with and
without the atlas prior. However, a close-up of the fibre ODF in this region, as
shown in Fig. 4.2, illustrates that the main fibre directions are more consistent
across neighbouring voxels when using the atlas prior. Similar results were
observed in the remaining test subjects (not shown). This result demonstrates
that, although the information contained in the atlas is only local, the imposed
minimum track length ensures “track-like local support” in the neighbouring
voxels [221], which guides the fibre reconstruction to more targeted results.
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Figure 4.1: Coronal slab (5mm) of the reconstructed tractogram in the cerebrum,
overlaid on a fractional anisotropy map, without atlas prior (left), and with
atlas prior (right).
Nevertheless, Figs. 4.2 and 4.1 also show a shortcoming of the proposed strategy
in their top left corners. Namely, the fibres in distal gyri are strongly suppressed
with the imposed atlas prior. Indeed, the L2-distance used in the definition of
the atlas energy is sensitive to track density, which may affect the reconstruction
if a null-prior is mapped to a certain region due to registration effects. Distal
gyri are particularly sensitive to this effect due to their proximity to sulci and
cortical grey matter.
Finally, we segmented the left cingulate tract in both reconstructions based on a
WM parcellation obtained with FreeSurfer [242] following the protocol described
in [164]. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the atlas prior strongly reduces the amount
of false positive tracks that run from the cingulum into the corpus callosum.
This illustrates that incorporating the atlas prior can improve specificity and
suppress spurious fibres in the reconstruction.
4.3 Imposing global label priors
Conventional tractography suffers from ambiguous local fibre configurations,
due to partial voluming and the symmetry of DWI data [146, 210]. It is, for
example, not possible to discriminate between crossing and kissing fibre bundles,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.4, or between bending and fanning configurations. This
local ambiguity is a leading cause of spurious (false positive) fibre tracks, as
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Figure 4.2: Fibre orientation distribution in the centrum semiovale, obtained
without atlas prior (top), and with atlas prior (bottom). With atlas prior, the
track orientations are more consistent across neighbouring voxels.
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Figure 4.3: Sagittal view of the left cingulate tract, segmented from the global
fibre reconstruction without atlas prior (top), and with atlas prior (bottom).
Notice that with the prior, the number of false positive connections to the
corpus callosum is reduced.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the crossing fibre ambiguity problem. Due to the
inherent symmetry of DWI data, the crossing fibre configuration on the left
can not be discriminated from the kissing fibre configuration on the right while
relying on local information only.
conventional tractography will typically reconstruct a mixture of all possible
configurations. Selecting the “correct” configuration requires addressing the
issue at a global scale, beyond the voxel.
Global tractography methods partly achieve this by optimizing the fibre density
across the entire image, thus taking the AFD in adjacent voxels into account.
An additional prior on the shape of the main white matter pathways could
furthermore facilitate resolving such local ambiguities by explicitly excluding
implausible tracks. Such is the motivation behind this second experiment,
in which we use fibre bundle labels (e.g., green and orange in Fig. 4.4) as
an additional prior in global tractography. We hypothesize that such prior
will reduce false positive fibres. In addition, it enables online probabilistic
segmentation of the resulting tracks in white matter bundles.
4.3.1 Method
We introduce a white matter atlas that provides a collection of label probability
maps, i.e., at every position x the atlas determines probability P (Lx = l) of a
bundle label Lx [173, 237]. We assume that the total label probability adds to
one at every position, i.e., ∀x : ∑l P (Lx = l) = 1. In unlabelled regions we
use a uniform prior. The label probability of a track t is then defined as
P (Lt = l) =
∏
x∈t
P (Lx = l) , (4.4)
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and the total prior probability of track t given the atlas is
∑
l P (Lt = l). As
such, a track connecting two disjoint bundles has prior probability 0, while a
track within a single bundle will have label probability 1. In practice, bundle
label maps will overlap in crossings and due to atlas uncertainty, such that the
attributed probabilities will not be binary. The atlas will therefore penalize
tracks in these regions of uncertainty, counteracting the connection potential
between segments.
The prior track probability given a label atlas could be incorporated as an
additional energy term in the global optimization. However, in the context of
MCMC optimization we found it more convenient to modify the acceptance
probability (Green’s ratio) of connection, disconnection, and move proposals.
For instance, given two “half tracks” t1 and t2 as shown in Fig. 4.5, the Green’s
ratio for connecting both is weighted by the probability of their labels to be
equal:
P (Lt1 = Lt2) =
∑
l P (Lt1 = l)P (Lt2 = l)∑
l P (Lt1 = l) ·
∑
l P (Lt2 = l)
. (4.5)
In this expression, the numerator equals the probability of the connected track
t1–t2, whereas the denominator denotes the probability of two unconnected
tracks. Segment move proposals are similarly adapted to incorporate the prior.
Note that evaluating these label probabilities requires traversing the entire track,
which impedes a parallel implementation.
4.3.2 Results
In silico phantom
As proof of concept, we use the Phantomas software [179] to generate data with
known ground truth fibre bundles according to the ISBI Challenge geometry.
The data is sampled with the HCP gradient scheme, at SNR 30 with respect to
the average signal at b = 0. The label probability atlas is based on the ground
truth fibre bundles, using equal probability of different labels in crossing bundle
regions and uniform probability outside white matter. Figure 4.6 shows the full
tractogram, reconstructed with MSMT-GT including these label priors. The
tracks are coloured by their maximum likelihood label, which demonstrates
how this framework enables atlas-based bundle segmentation. In this case,
the resulting fibre bundles show high correspondence to the ground truth: no
mislabelled tracks were observed, nor any tracks connecting unassociated target
regions.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the connection proposal with label prior. While
evaluating the connection probability between two “half tracks” t1 and t2, the
total probability of their labels to be equal is taken into account.
Table 4.2 compares the Tractometer metrics of this result to those without the
label prior. With the prior, invalid connections (IC) are suppressed in favour
of valid connections (VC) and at the cost of slightly increased no connections
(NC). The resulting valid connection ratio increases to an almost perfect 99%.
This conceptually demonstrates that imposing a “perfect” label prior effectively
suppresses false positive connections. The few invalid connections that do occur
either run through the grey matter area where the prior is uniform, or they are
misclassified due to edge effects at the target ROIs.
In vivo data
Data of a single subject is provided by the NIH Human Connectome Project,
WU-Minn Consortium [202]: 18 gradients at b = 0 s/mm2, 3× 90 gradients at
b = 1000 s/mm2, 2000 s/mm2, and 3000 s/mm2, 1.25mm isotropic voxel size. We use
the publicly available, manually segmented DTI tractography atlas of Catani
and Thiebaut de Schotten [166] that contains label probabilities of 30 white
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Table 4.2: Tractometer metrics with and without atlas label prior, evaluated
in the Phantomas dataset at SNR 30. The number of valid connections (VC),
invalid connections (IC), and no connections (NC) are expressed as percentages
relative to the total number of tracks. The no. valid and invalid bundles (VB
and IB) are expressed in absolute terms.
VC (%) IC (%) NC (%) VC + IC (%) VC
VC+IC
(%) VB IB
no prior 15.9 6.9 77.1 22.8 69.7 27 56
label prior 19.2 0.2 80.6 19.4 99.0 27 9
Figure 4.6: Labelled global track
reconstruction in the Phantomas
dataset, with 27 fibre bundles
coloured by their assigned label.
Figure 4.7: Atlas representation of
corpus callosum (blue) and cingulum
(green and red) label priors based on
Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten [166].
matter tracts. We normalize these label probabilities at each position and use a
uniform prior in unlabelled regions to create an atlas in the required format,
shown in Fig. 4.7. This atlas is subsequently registered to subject-space with
FSL FNIRT [240, 241].
Global track reconstruction with this label prior produces a full brain tractogram
that displays similar density as without the prior. All output tracks are assigned
a bundle label and an associated probability. In Fig. 4.8, these tracks are shown
for label probabilities thresholded above 95%. At this confidence level, the deep
white matter tracks such as the cingulum, the fornix, and the inferior network,
are reasonably well segmented. Fibres closer to the cortex, such as the arcuate
and corticospinal tracts, are more challenging due to the proximity of gyral
U-fibres and the tensor-based nature of the atlas. This may be improved with
more detailed atlases, possibly incorporating directional label priors as well.
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(a) Anterior commissure.
(b) Corpus callosum.
(c) Left (red) and right (orange) cingulum.
(d) Fornix.
Figure 4.8: Bundle segmentation results in global tractography with atlas label
priors, thresholded at posterior label probability p > 95%.
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(e) Left (red) and right (orange) arcuate fasciculus.
(f) Inferior network: left (red) and right (orange) inferior longitudinal fasciculus; left (cyan)
and right (magenta) uncinate fasciculus; left (green) and right (yellow) inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus.
(g) Projection network: internal capsule and corona radiata (blue); left (red) and right (orange)
corticospinal tract.
(h) Cerebellar network: left (red) and right (orange) cortico-ponto-cerebellar tract; left (cyan)
and right (magenta) superior cerebellar tract; left (green) and right (yellow) inferior cerebellar
tract.
Figure 4.9: Bundle segmentation results (continued).
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Figure 4.10: Segmentation of the forceps major without label prior (left) and
with label prior (right), based on a single inclusion ROI in the splenium of the
corpus callosum.
In line with the conceptual phantom evaluation, we also observe improvement
of the fibre reconstruction itself. An example is shown in Fig. 4.10, in which we
segmented the forceps major, the posterior substructure of the corpus callosum,
with a single inclusion ROI in the mid-sagittal plane of the splenium. Without
the label prior, fibres are reconstructed running towards the anterior temporal
lobes. These tracts are not included in the atlas of Catani and Thiebaut de
Schotten [166], and therefore implausible w.r.t. the current input. Imposing the
prior reduces reconstruction of such false positive fibres. Hence, in addition to
providing a probabilistic bundle segmentation, a population atlas of global tract
labels can improve the fibre reconstruction itself.
4.4 Discussion and Conclusion
At a conceptual level, there are many analogies between tractography and
segmentation. Both aim to delineate structures of interest, both rely on
neighbourhood information for doing so, and both aim to reconstruct shapes with
remarkable similarity across subjects. As such, we can expect that tractography,
like segmentation, can benefit from inter-subject information in the shape of an
atlas that captures the expected anatomy.
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The global tractography framework is well suited for the inclusion of such atlas
prior, as it aims to reconstruct the optimal fibre configuration in the whole
image volume. Indeed, we have demonstrated that both local and global atlas
priors of the expected track configuration can be elegantly included as additional
energy terms or directly as prior probabilities in the Green’s acceptance ratio
during optimization. Atlas priors hence augment the internal bending and
connection energy of the segment model in global tractography with additional
information that may benefit accuracy and specificity of the reconstruction.
With a local track orientation prior, we observed more consistent track
orientations and fewer spurious connections thanks to local support induced
by the minimum length constraint. This approach is essentially interpolating
between the subject and a co-registered atlas. A useful application of this
technique could be to use a high-resolution atlas, built from HCP data, in
conjunction with data of lower spatial and angular resolution. As such, the
reconstruction of clinical data with fast acquisition schemes may be improved.
However, as the reconstruction depends on the track density of the atlas, this
local prior may conceal pathology-induced changes and ultimately replicate the
template rather than reconstruct the subject data. Atlas energy metrics based
on cross-correlation or mutual information may therefore be a wiser choice, as
these are insensitive to density scaling effects.
The global label prior introduced in Section 4.3, on the other hand, contributes
an entirely new source of information. This prior facilitates joint tractography
and fibre bundle segmentation, which could never be achieved without atlas
information. As such, a probabilistic segmentation of the white matter tracts is
obtained, which can be applied in neurosurgery planning and for quantifying
(micro)structural changes across pathways. In addition, we demonstrated that
false positive connections are reduced in this setup, as the global label prior
partly resolves the problem of local ambiguity due to DWI symmetry. This
illustrates the benefits of an integrated approach, and is reminiscent of the
consistency clustering framework [173] that incorporates track labelling and
outlier rejection to improve specificity in streamline tractography.
Nevertheless, joint tractography and bundle labelling remains challenging in
human brain data, as the atlas is inherently incomplete. Not all bundles are –
and may never be – labelled, or may need to be subdivided in several hierarchical
levels. In addition, some bundles are undersegmented due to the tensor-based
nature of this particular atlas, e.g., the radial projections of the corpus callosum.
Therefore, a prime area of improvement for this method is the development
of more detailed white matter atlases based on HARDI data and across large
populations.
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In general, atlas-guided tractography also suffers from some of the limitations
of atlas-based segmentation methods. Foremost, the required atlas-to-subject
registration can introduce misalignment artefacts that make for a fuzzy prior at
best, and a plain wrong one at worst. Multi-atlas and label-fusion approaches
may help in this regard. Secondly, the robustness of atlas-guided tractography
to pathology is in question, as registration in the presence of (tumourous) lesions
is still an open issue. However, we argue that this issue should be addressed at
the level of the registration, and progress is being made in this area [243].

Chapter 5
Population-based atlas
construction
The work in this chapter was published in
D. Christiaens et al., “Groupwise deformable registration of fiber track sets using
track orientation distributions”, in Computational Diffusion MRI and Brain
Connectivity – MICCAI Workshop, T. Schultz et al., Eds., ser. Mathematics
and Visualization, Nagoya, Japan: Springer International Publishing, Sep. 2013,
pp. 151–161
and
D. Vercruysse, D. Christiaens, et al., “Fiber bundle segmentation using
spectral embedding and supervised learning”, in Computational Diffusion
MRI – MICCAI Workshop, L. O’Donnell, G. Nedjati-Gilani, et al., Eds., ser.
Mathematics and Visualization, Cambridge, MA, USA: Springer International
Publishing, Sep. 2014, pp. 103–114.
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have illustrated the possible benefits of atlas-
guided tractography, but also highlighted the dependency of such methods on
the availability of a population atlas of the expected track configuration. In
addition, such tractography atlases facilitate clustering and labelling of tracks
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into anatomical bundles [167, 169, 175] and population-based variability analysis
of tractography [244]. However, the success of these methods depends on the
quality of the required atlas-to-subject registration and the atlas’ level of detail.
In this chapter, we therefore investigate several aspects of atlas construction.
A first and crucial step is spatial normalization of individual subject images
to atlas space, both between images in the population of which the atlas is
built (groupwise registration) and between the resulting atlas and the image
to be analyzed (atlas-to-image registration). Although this registration step
is typically carried out via the anatomical images of the different subjects, it
has been pointed out that direct registration of the extracted tractograms may
be better suited for population-based analysis of the track configuration [244,
245], as the matching criterion is directly related to the structures of interest.
In Section 5.2, we therefore introduce a novel method for non-rigid track set
registration, applicable in both atlas-to-subject and groupwise registration and
fully diffeomorphic. This registration method is well suited to construct track
orientation atlases as used in Section 4.2 and generally applicable for labelled
tractography atlases too.
In Section 5.3, we assume that all subject data is already aligned in a common
atlas space and discuss the topic of fibre bundle segmentation, i.e., labelling
individual tracks as part of anatomical WM structures. While this is often
done manually, (semi-)automated approaches have been described in literature,
either based on predefined anatomical regions-of-interest (ROI) or on clustering
strategies [163]. ROI-based approaches have high specificity and reproducibility
but low sensitivity, whereas clustering techniques are sensitive but not specific.
In Section 5.3, we introduce a hybrid method that combines advantages of both
and demonstrate its use in bundle segmentation of individual subjects. This
technique can help neuroanatomy experts to segment and label WM bundles in
large track sets and define labelled tractography atlases.
5.2 Groupwise diffeomorphic track set registration
Current methods for non-rigid track-based registration (e.g., [244, 246,
247]) require a pre-existing segmentation of WM bundles. Registration of
unsegmented, full-brain tractography data has, to our knowledge, been limited
to affine transformations [245, 248, 249]. Moreover, the effectiveness of these
methods has only been demonstrated for deterministic, DTI-based tractography.
Secondly, many of these methods are based on distance measures between
a compact set of sample tracks [245, 249], feature points [247] or “fibre
modes” [248], and thereby neglect part of the information contained in dense
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track sets. A notable exception is the metric on currents [244], in which the
distance is defined based on the spatial distribution of the mean local track
direction. In regions of crossings or track dispersion, however, this mean track
direction is ill-defined.
In this work, we examine the use of an image-domain representation of the spatial
and angular distribution of full-brain track sets for deformable registration and
atlas construction. In contrast to the current state-of-the-art, our method
does not depend on a pre-existing bundle segmentation and is able to handle
crossings and dispersion. We evaluate our method on artificially deformed data
of a single subject (known ground-truth) and on HARDI-based probabilistic
tractography data of 15 normal subjects, and compare the results to image
registration methods based on the fractional anisotropy (FA) and the fibre
orientation distribution (FOD).
5.2.1 Methods
Track Orientation Distribution
Our main idea is to represent the tractogram as a probability distribution
function (PDF) in the image domain, rather than a set of individual tracks
(samples from this distribution). One example of such representation is the map
resulting from track-density imaging (TDI) [250], in which the intensity of each
voxel is determined by the number of tracks that cross that voxel. TDI was later
generalized to incorporate angular information as well [221]. As such, a full
spatio-angular PDF of the tractogram is obtained, named the track orientation
distribution (TOD).
Suppose each track t that crosses a voxel r is linearly parametrized by ε
according to the length along the track, and ε1 and ε2 are the values of this
parametrization at the voxel boundaries. The TOD in that voxel is a function
in u ∈ S2 and is formally defined as
TOD(r,u) =
∑
t
∫ ε2
ε1
δ˜zt(ε)(u)
ε2 − ε1 dε , (5.1)
where zt(ε) is the local direction of t at position ε and δ˜zt(ε)(u) is the apodized
point spread function (PSF) oriented along this direction. The apodized
PSF [113] is the closest strictly-positive approximation of a Dirac δ-function
in the spherical harmonics (SH) basis [60] of order ℓmax, as shown in blue in
Fig. 5.1. Hence, each track additively contributes to the TOD in a voxel by
averaging the apodized PSF along its intersecting part (through integration
and normalization).
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the track orientation distribution of SH order 16
for 3 different track configurations: a single line segment (left), a curved track
(middle) and a crossing of 2 fibre track bundles (right).
Note that the TOD in Fig. 5.1 resembles the fibre orientation distribution
(FOD) [91], but while they are of similar qualitative nature, they have an
entirely different meaning [221]. The FOD estimates the local fibre distribution
from DWI data, whereas the TOD is a direct representation of any given
tractogram, as generated by a given algorithm. Hence, the TOD incorporates
more global information, while the FOD is directly related to the DWI data in
a single voxel.
TOD registration and reorientation
The TODs of N different subjects are represented as images of their coefficients
in the SH basis of order ℓmax = 4. As such, the track set registration problem is
redefined as a more convenient image registration problem. Inspired by existing
work on FOD registration [251], we minimize the sum of squared differences
(SSD) between all pairs of transformed TOD coefficients. By Parseval’s theorem
for spherical harmonics, this corresponds to minimizing the squared amplitude
difference between the transformed TODs, integrated over S2.
In this study, we use the diffeomorphic demons algorithm [252], adapted for
groupwise, multi-channel registration as in [253]. The SSD is minimized between
the corresponding TOD coefficients ci[k] and ci[j] of all subject pairs [k, j] by
calculating the symmetric demons forces
Fi[k, j] = − (ci[k]− ci[j]) (∇ci[k] +∇ci[j])/2‖(∇ci[k] +∇ci[j])/2‖2 + (ci[k]− ci[j])2/(2η)2 , (5.2)
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where η is the maximum step size. The total pairwise force F[k, j] is the
(weighted) average of all channels, and the final force acting on subject k is
defined as the average force exerted by all other subjects, i.e.,
F[k] =
1
N − 1
N∑
j=1
j 6=k
∑
i
wiFi[k, j] . (5.3)
The weights wi are defined such that the total weight of all coefficients of every
order ℓ is the same, i.e., the 0th order coefficient has weight 13 , the 5 coefficients
of order 2 each have weight 15·3 and the 9 4th order coefficients have weight
1
9·3 . In our experience, these weights improve the robustness of the registration
against challenging initialization. Note that as F[k, j] = −F[j, k], N (N − 1)/2
pairwise force fields need to be computed. The algorithm proceeds as in [252]:
fluid regularization is applied by smoothing the total force field; the exponential
of this update field is composed with the total deformation field; and finally
diffusion regularization is applied by smoothing the total deformation field.
After each iteration, the TOD in every voxel is reoriented by applying the
method of D. Raffelt et al. [239]. To this end, the TOD is decomposed into a
mixture of apodized PSFs along equally distributed directions and reoriented
by rotating and recomposing each of these PSFs, based on the Jacobian of the
local deformation. In terms of computation time, reorienting the TOD is much
more efficient than recomputing the TOD of the transformed tracks, especially
for large track sets.
5.2.2 Experiments and results
Data, processing and fibre tracking
HARDI images of N = 15 healthy subjects were acquired with a Siemens 3T
system, using a twice-refocussed spin-echo sequence and an isotropic voxel size
of 2.5mm. For each subject, DW images in 75 uniformly distributed gradient
directions at b = 2800 s/mm2 and 10 non-DW images (b = 0 s/mm2) were
acquired. Using MRtrix [124], we obtained the FODs of SH order 8 with
constrained spherical deconvolution [91] and computed 2 million tracks for each
subject using probabilistic streamline tracking with uniform seeding in a full
brain mask, step size 0.2mm, minimum curvature radius 1mm, FOD amplitude
cutoff 0.1, and minimum track length 10mm.
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Experiment 1: Synthetically deformed single subject
In this first experiment, we aim to evaluate our registration method on
tractography data of multiple deformed copies of a single subject with known
anatomical correspondences. Therefore, we randomly selected 1 subject in the
group, and warped and reoriented its FODs onto each of the 14 other subjects
according to the deformation fields obtained from groupwise demons registration
of b0, FA and MD channels [253]. As such, we obtained 14 synthetic images
and ground-truth deformation fields between each pair. We then generated
fibre tracks in each of these images individually and computed the TODs. By
deforming the FOD images, instead of the tractography data, this setup allows
to test the algorithm’s robustness against inter-subject differences in seeding
and track density.
We ran the proposed registration method on the 14 synthetic TOD images using
a multi-scale strategy. The registration starts with maximum step size η and
regularization kernel widths σfluid and σdiff all equal to 5.0mm, then proceeds
at 2.5mm and finally at 1.25mm, with 500 iterations at each scale. In our
experience, this is sufficient to ensure convergence. The resulting deformation
fields and their inverse were composed in order to obtain all pairwise deformation
fields. The accuracy of the registration is assessed by computing maps of the
Euclidean distance between these deformations and their corresponding ground-
truth. The mean of the distance maps of deformations that map onto the same
subject then provides a measure of the registration accuracy of that subject.
In addition, we compared to the accuracy of direct image registration by
performing the same groupwise demons algorithm with identical parameter
settings on the FA (single channel) and on the FOD coefficients (cutoff at
ℓmax = 4) of the 14 synthetic images. For comparability, all distance maps
(defined in the space of the different images) are warped to the original atlas
space, i.e., the atlas that was used to generate the synthetic data and the
ground-truth deformations. As such, we can average all distance maps across
subjects and properly compare FA, FOD and TOD as features for registration.
Figure 5.2 shows these maps of the averaged deformation distance, masked to
the full brain. The figures suggest that the accuracy of FA and FOD registration
is relatively uniform across the brain, while TOD registration achieves a higher
accuracy in dense white matter yet lower in the frontal lobe and the distal gyri.
The box plots in the bottom row of Fig. 5.2 confirm this observation: the median
registration error in the full brain mask is 2.52mm for FA registration, 2.55mm
for FOD registration, and 2.45mm for TOD registration, but the variability of
the TOD registration error is larger. If we define a WM mask by thresholding
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Figure 5.2: Results of Experiment 1. Euclidean distance between inter-subject
deformation fields and their ground-truths, for FA (left), FOD (middle) and
TOD (right) based registration. The top row shows the deformation errors
mapped to a common atlas space. The bottom row shows box plots of the
registration error in all voxels in a brain mask, and voxels where the track
density is larger than 10% and 25% of the maximum. All box plots represent
the 10, 25, 50, 75, and 90 percentiles and mark the mean with a cross.
the TDI map of each subject at 25% of its maximum, the accuracy of FA and
FOD registration remains approximately unchanged, while the median error of
TOD registration drops to 1.51mm.
Experiment 2: Multiple subjects
We applied the presented registration method to the track sets of the 15
different subjects, using the same multi-scale setup and the same parameters as
in Experiment 1. The outcome is the mean TOD atlas shown in Fig. 5.3, as
well as 15 deformation fields that map the subjects onto atlas space. Figure 5.4
shows a subsample of the original, probabilistic track sets of all subjects, and
the same tracks warped to atlas space. The results demonstrate that the dense
white matter structures are successfully aligned and clearly reflected in the
mean TOD atlas. Remaining alignment errors are located in the caudal end of
the corticospinal tract, at the interface of WM and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in
the ventricles, and in the cortical gyri.
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Figure 5.3: Results of Experiment 2. Coronal slice of the mean TOD atlas and
a close-up of the crossing of the corpus callosum and the corticospinal tract.
The 0th order coefficient of the TOD (the TDI map) is overlaid with spherical
plots of the TOD (ℓmax = 4) in all voxels.
We repeated this experiment using FA and FOD based registration, like we did
in Experiment 1. Next, we use the resulting deformation fields to transform the
original tracks of all subjects to the space of each atlas, and recompute the TOD
of the transformed tracks at order ℓmax = 8. Note that this exceeds the order
used for registration, and hence contains more detailed angular information. We
then assess the quality of the registration by mapping the angular correlation
coefficient of the TOD of all subject pairs. The angular correlation coefficient rA
between 2 SH functions U(θ, φ) =
∑n
i=0 uiYi(θ, φ) and V (θ, φ) =
∑n
i=0 viYi(θ, φ)
is defined as
rA =
∑n
i=1 ui · vi√∑n
i=1 u
2
i ·
√∑n
i=1 v
2
i
, (5.4)
and scales between -1 and 1 [89]. The results are displayed in Fig. 5.5, and
show that in deep white matter, i.e., in high track density masks, the angular
correlation of the TOD atlas is significantly higher than for the FA and FOD
atlases.
5.2.3 Discussion
The TOD offers a new solution to the track set registration problem, akin to
the use of Gaussian mixture models in point cloud registration. By modelling
the (discrete) tractogram as a (continuous) probability distribution, we can
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Figure 5.4: Results of Experiment 2. Axial, sagittal and coronal slabs (thickness
7.5mm) of the subsampled tractograms (1000 tracks) of all subjects before (left)
and after (right) registration. Each subject is represented in a unique colour.
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Figure 5.5: Results of Experiment 2. Box plots of the angular correlation
coefficient between the TOD (SH order 8) of the transformed tracks, for FA
(left), FOD (middle) and TOD (right) based registration. Box plots are shown
for all voxels in a brain mask, and for voxels where the track density is larger
than 10% and 25% of the maximum. All box plots represent the 10, 25, 50, 75,
and 90 percentiles and mark the mean with a cross.
successfully register track sets without relying on correspondences or prior
segmentation. This is especially important for the very large (on the order of
millions), probabilistic tractography datasets that are increasingly popular.
As opposed to existing track set registration methods, the TOD neglects the
long-range connectivity information contained in the track set. The TOD, like
the FOD, can not discriminate crossing, kissing and fanning configurations.
For the purpose of registration, however, this enhances the robustness against
spurious tracks. It is precisely because ambiguous FOD configurations often
result in false positive tracks, that we wish to exclude long-range information
from the matching criterion.
The representational power of the TOD depends on the maximal harmonic order
ℓmax of the SH basis, i.e., higher orders allow to model more complex track
configurations. However, this high-order information may not contribute much
additional information to the matching criterion, especially at the expense of
the additional computation time that higher orders impose on the registration
and reorientation. We therefore selected ℓmax = 4 as a compromise between
both. Fig. 5.3 shows that 4th order TODs, while relatively smooth, are sufficient
to capture the main directions of crossing bundles.
The experiments show that the presented method can successfully align large
probabilistic track sets of 15 subjects. The resulting atlas (Fig. 5.3) models the
expected local track configuration. The mean registration accuracy on data with
known ground truth is on the order of the voxel size and improves in regions
of high track density, i.e., where the TOD contains the most information. We
have compared these results to more conventional image registration methods
based on the FA and the FOD, as registration of the underlying DWI data is
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currently the only alternative to non-rigid alignment of probabilistic track sets.
Figure 5.2 shows that the registration accuracy in the FA and FOD atlas is
homogeneous over the whole brain and of the same order as the accuracy of
TOD registration. However, the misalignment errors of the TOD registration
are localized to regions where the tractogram is sparse (e.g., in the frontal lobe,
where magnetic field homogeneities are known to affect the reconstruction).
With a track density threshold as low as 10% of the maximum, the TOD
registration significantly outperforms image registration (t-test, p < 0.01).
With respect to DWI registration in general, the improved quality of the
registration in white matter is promising for group analysis of WM-targeted
pathologies, although we must stress that the robustness of our method against
pathological data has not yet been evaluated. In addition, the sensitivity of TOD
registration to the tracking algorithm and its parameters should be investigated
prior to such analysis, but this goes beyond the scope of this work.
Several potential improvements remain to be explored. For one, the current
similarity measure, i.e., SSD on the TOD coefficients, is sensitive to track
density differences and might therefore cause misalignment errors. Entropy-
or correlation-based similarity metrics might perform better in that respect.
Moreover, similar to the approach taken in D. Raffelt et al. [251] for FOD
registration, the current set-up applies reorientation after each iteration, but
ignores it in the calculation of the diffeomorphic update field. Accounting for
SH reorientation in the optimization is a daunting task and has, to the best of
our knowledge, only been done in the LDDMM framework [254]. However, it
could lead to faster convergence and more accurate registration, particularly
in the distal gyri. Secondly, as the TOD can be represented on an arbitrary
voxel grid, future work may investigate if the registration can benefit from a
multi-resolution optimization scheme. Finally, as suggested by Siless et al. [255],
T1-weighted images can provide additional contrast in CSF and grey matter,
although this requires accurate correction of susceptibility-induced distortion of
the DWI data (e.g., using a reverse-phase encoding acquisition protocol [256]).
In fact, as the TOD is represented in the image domain, the proposed method
is very well suited to be extended with other modalities.
5.3 Fibre bundle segmentation
We introduced fibre bundle segmentation in Section 2.5.5, and discriminated
parcellation-based methods and track clustering methods. Parcellation-based
methods are well suited for building labelled tractography atlases thanks to their
high specificity and reproducibility. While initial strategies were often based on
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manually defined ROIs [166, 257], automated approaches based on anatomically
defined ROIs in a common atlas space have also been presented [164, 165]. In
Section 4.3, we demonstrated the use of such labelled tractography atlases as a
label prior in global tractography to reduce false positives, jointly facilitating
probabilistic track labelling in individual subjects. Here, we illustrate automated
atlas construction by means of the white matter query language (WMQL) [164]
and apply the resulting atlas for labelling streamline tractography data using a
new, hybrid method based on spectral embedding and supervised learning.
5.3.1 Materials and methods
The proposed method is based on spectral embedding, a dimensionality reduction
technique that represents each track as a point in an embedding space such
that nearby tracks (provided some distance metric), are mapped onto nearby
embedding vectors. O’Donnell and Westin [167] have demonstrated spectral
embedding for fibre clustering using unsupervised k-means clustering in the
embedding space. Instead, we propose to use supervised learning, specifically
support vector machines (SVM) and random forests, on the embedding vectors.
The required training data is generated with WMQL labelling.
Materials
Data of 25 healthy subjects were provided by the Human Conectome Project
(HCP), WU-Minn consortium [202]. DWI data consists of 3 × 90 gradient
directions at b-values 1000, 2000, and 3000 s/mm2 and 18 non-diffusion weighted
images (b = 0), at an isotropic voxel size of 1.25mm, and was corrected for
motion and EPI distortions as described in [214]. The fODF, and subsequent
deterministic and probabilistic full-brain tractography (50 000 each), were
reconstructed with MRtrix [91] using default parameters. All tracks are warped
to MNI space using nonlinear deformation fields provided by the HCP [240,
241]. Data of 20 subjects is used in the training set (atlas), the remaining 5
subjects are used for evaluation.
Parcellation-based labelling
The tracks were segmented into WM bundles based on a structural parcellation
of white matter and the cortex provided by the HCP and originally obtained
with FreeSurfer [242]. This parcellation-based labelling is automated with the
white matter query language (WMQL), which defines queries for fibre bundles
based on 1) anatomical terms that state if a fibre tract traverses or ends in a
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certain anatomical region of the brain, 2) relative position terms that state if a
tract lies, for instance, lateral or frontal of a certain anatomical structure such
as the amygdala and 3) logical operations that are for example conjunctions,
disjunctions or exclusions of the previous two types of terms [164]. As such,
neuroanatomy expert knowledge is formalized, thus improving reproducibility.
By default, WMQL defines 44 queries for the most prominent WM bundles.
Applying these to our tractography data resulted in approximately 4500 labelled
tracks for each subject, i.e., about 9% of all tracks are labelled, the remaining
tracks are considered outliers.
Spectral embedding
Spectral embedding is a common dimensionality reduction technique for
clustering, in which each track is represented as a point in embedding space
based on a certain affinity measure [167]. This representation should preferably
cluster data points of high affinity. Assuming that fibres belonging to the same
anatomical bundle following a similar trajectory, the pairwise fibre affinity wij
between tracks i and j is defined based on the symmetrized mean closest point
(MCP) distance dij = dji = (MCPij +MCPji)/2 via a Gaussian kernel, i.e.,
wij = exp
(
−d
2
ij
σ2
)
where σ = 60mm in our experiments. These affinities are
computed between all pairs of fibres, resulting in a symmetric affinity matrixW.
Based on the Normalized Cuts algorithm by Shi and Malik [258], the embedding
vectors are then computed using the eigenvectors U of the normalized affinity
matrix W = D− 12 WD− 12 , where D is a diagonal matrix containing the row
sums of W. The number of eigenvectors determines the dimension of the
embedding space [167] and is fixed to e = 25 in our experiments.
In practice, the entire affinity matrix is too large to compute. Therefore, as
described in Fowlkes et al. [259], its eigenvectors are approximated using the
Nyström method. Instead of calculating all pairwise fibre affinities, a random
subset of tracks is chosen (containing an equal amount of fibre trajectories from
each subject) and only the affinities from all subjects to this subset are computed.
The layout of the entire affinity matrix is shown in Fig. 5.6. Submatrix A
contains the pairwise affinities between the fibres of the subset and B those of
the rest of the fibres to the subset. The largest submatrix C is not calculated,
considerably reducing the computation time. In our experiments, submatrix A
contains a random sample of 4000 tracks.
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Figure 5.6: Block structure of the normalized affinity matrix W, used in the
Nyström method. The regions in submatrices A and B denote the individual
subjects. Submatrix C represents the part that does not need to be calculated
when using the Nyström method. For the automatic segmentation of a new
subject, matrix S contains the affinity values between the new tracks and the
subset of matrix A. (reproduced from [167])
Note that in order to make a multi-subject atlas, spectral clustering needs to be
performed in all subjects together. Therefore, registration to a common space
is required, such as the normalization to MNI space used in this experiment.
As such, the fibres of all subjects are treated as if they originate from one brain
for training, which results in one embedding space.
Supervised classification
We propose to cluster the embedding vectors into anatomically relevant bundles
using supervised machine learning techniques, assuming the the assigned WMQL
labels as ground truth. We compare three classifiers: linear support vector
machines (SVM) [260], SVMs with a Gaussian radial basis function (RBF)
kernel and a forest of extremely randomized decision trees (ExtraTrees) [261,
262]. 5-fold cross-validation is used to avoid overfitting.
As such, a white matter atlas is created which can be used for the automatic
segmentation of fibre bundles from novel subjects. First, the new tracks must
be registered or transformed to the atlas (MNI) space. Secondly, the affinity
between the tracks of the new subject and the atlas is calculated. As illustrated
in Fig. 5.6, a matrix S is calculated that contains the affinity values between
the new tracks and the subset of tracks used for calculating A. Note that S also
has to be normalized [167]. Next, each new fibre will be embedded in the same
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Table 5.1: Total accuracy of the multi-label classification problem for
deterministic and probabilistic streamline tractography. In both cases, accuracy
improves when using supervised techniques. The best classifier performance is
obtained with support vector machines (SVM) with a Gaussian RBF kernel.
deterministic probabilistic
k-means (k = 200) 83.41% 80.84%
linear SVM 94.90% 93.75%
RBF-SVM 95.78% 95.63%
ExtraTrees 95.07% 94.77%
embedding space as created for the original clustering, as outlined in O’Donnell
and Westin [167]. The final step is to predict classifier labels based on these
new embedding vectors.
5.3.2 Results
Accuracy in labelled tracks
The proposed method is evaluated in the 5 test subjects. First, we evaluate
the accuracy of the predicted labels for all tracks that have been segmented by
WMQL, assuming their WMQL labels as ground truth. Accuracy is defined
as the total number of correctly classified tracks divided by the total number
of tracks. The results are compared to k-means clustering in the embedding
space using 200 clusters and assigning labels based on majority voting, identical
to O’Donnell and Westin [167]. The total accuracy of each classifiers and
tractography method is listed in Table 5.1.
Results show that the accuracy of the supervised methods is largely in the same
range around 95%, strongly outperforming unsupervised k-means clustering
with accuracy below 85%. The SVM classifier with Gaussian RBF kernel
achieved highest performance, and in all algorithms deterministic tractography
data are more easily labelled than their probabilistic counterparts. Performance
evaluation across individual bundles showed that the results are in the same
range for most bundles, except for three bundles that contain little to no tracks
in the training set.
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Figure 5.7: Segmentation results on deterministic, whole brain tractography
data, using the white matter query language (WMQL), k-means clustering,
support vector classifiers (SVM) with linear and Gaussian RBF kernels, and
random forests, shown for the corticospinal tract (CST) and the cingulum
bundle (CB). The effect of a label probability threshold above 95% is shown on
the right.
Qualitative results in unlabelled tracks
When the full-brain track set is used as input, including many spurious tracks
(i.e., false positives) and interrupted tracks that were not labelled by the WMQL,
it is no longer possible to use the labels generated by the WMQL as ground
truth to evaluate classifier accuracy. Therefore, the results can only be analyzed
visually by comparing the resulting segmentation with the WMQL output
bundles, and with neuroanatomical expert knowledge.
First, the results are studied without considering the label probability, i.e., using
maximum-likelihood classification. This is shown in the left panel of Fig. 5.7
for deterministic tractography in a single subject. The top row shows the
segmentation of the corticospinal tract (CST). Notice the misclassified cerebellar
tracks, which are not defined in the WMQL queries, in the k-means and linear
SVM segmentation. Additionally, all classifiers label sagittal dispersions in the
corona radiata as CST. The segmentation of the cingulum bundle (CB) contains
misclassified tracks of the fornix, also unlabelled in WMQL, and dispersing
tracks from the corpus callosum (CC).
When the label probabilities of the RBF-SVM and ExtraTrees classifiers are
thresholded above 95%, part of these outlier tracks are excluded from the result.
As shown on the right in Fig. 5.7, imposing such threshold excludes the corona
radiata tracks from the CST segmentation. In addition, note that the cut off
tracks of the left CST bundle (red) are still correctly labelled, in contrast to the
WMQL segmentation. The CB segmentation contains less dispersions into the
CC with a high threshold and the tracks from the fornix are also eliminated.
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Figure 5.8: Axial slab of the full brain tractogram in a single subject, with all
tracks coloured according to their WM bundle label for probability > 95%.
The resulting bundel segmentation and outlier rejection at p > 95% of a full
brain probabilistic tractogram in a single subject is depicted in Fig. 5.8. This
result, possibly averaged across a population, may serve as labelled tractography
atlas in which the probability threshold can be used to modify the confidence
level of the segmentation.
5.3.3 Discussion
With this experiment, we illustrated the use of an automated, parcellation-
based labelling approach to create tractography atlases across a population
of subjects and adopted its output as ground truth training data for bundle
segmentation in test subjects. However, it is clear that this ground truth is
prone to false negatives, as for example shown in Fig. 5.7 where WMQL failed
to recover the left CST due to an artefact in the deterministic tractography
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data. Therefore, such binary label assignment may be overly restrictive. In
addition, the assumed ground truth is inherently incomplete, as some bundles
may remain unsegmented due to artefacts of the tractography algorithm or
missing WM queries.
Nevertheless, we successfully applied this imperfect ground truth as training
data in our experiments, facilitating probabilistic label assignment in full brain
tractography. We demonstrated that the predicted labelling outperforms
state-of-the-art clustering techniques and qualitatively improves WM bundle
segmentation when using a label probability threshold. Setting this threshold
effectively creates a virtual outlier class that eliminates spurious tracks, although
optimizing its value remains a topic of future work.
Ultimately, this method can be used for building probabilistic labelled
tractography atlases. The remaining challenges and requirements are first
and foremost to complement the training data with queries for missing fibre
bundles such as the fornix. In addition, future work may explore hierarchical
decompositions that could include small WM bundles and substructures.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter introduced two methods for building tractography atlases from
population data. First, we presented a novel method for deformable registration
of fibre track sets. Rather than comparing individual fibres, we seek to optimize
the similarity between the TODs, spatio-angular probability distributions of the
full-brain track configuration, of all subjects. Our method does not require track
correspondences or prior bundle segmentation, is robust against interrupted and
spurious tracks, and is able to handle crossings and probabilistic tractography
data. The resulting population atlas is well suited as local track orientation prior
in global tractography as introduced in Section 4.2. In addition, the groupwise
registration method is applicable in track clustering methods [167, 169, 175] as
it avoids bias towards the underlying DWI data. Indeed, the results indicate
that direct registration of the tractograms outperforms conventional image
registration methods in dense white matter. While these experiments were
conducted on streamline tractography data, the method is directly applicable
to global tractography data as well.
Secondly, we presented an automated strategy for creating labelled tractography
atlases based on an anatomical parcellation and reproducible bundle queries,
and demonstrated its use in segmenting streamline fibre bundles. The initial
atlas is based on a binary segmentation, and even though it is adopted as ground
truth in the subsequent classifier training, this initial segmentation may contain
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false negatives due to tractography or registration artefacts. Our proposed
approach facilitates probabilistic bundle segmentation instead, which learns the
expected bundle patterns across the population. Quantitative and qualitative
results indicated increased sensitivity, while the label probability still enables
outlier exclusion.
In future work, both contributions can be employed to improve the atlas priors
discussed in Chapter 4. Spatial normalization is essential in all atlas-based
methods and therefore highly relevant to both local and global priors. Yet
the common TOD representation of the groupwise registration framework in
Section 5.2 directly complements the local atlas prior in Section 4.2. This
may ultimately enable to integrate both contributions into a joint framework,
iteratively updating a groupwise tractography-based atlas and atlas-based
tractography in all subjects. The global label prior in Section 4.3 additionally
requires probabilistic track labels in atlas space, which our contributions of
Section 5.3 can provide. The main area of future improvement is to incorporate
WM bundles that are currently missing from the initial WMQL labelling into
the atlas.

Chapter 6
Nonnegative factorization of
diffusion-weighted images
The work in this chapter was published in
D. Christiaens et al., “Convex non-negative spherical factorization of multi-
shell diffusion-weighted images”, in Medical Image Computing and Computer-
Assisted Intervention – MICCAI 2015, N. Navab et al., Eds., ser. Lecture Notes
in Computer Science, vol. 9349, Munich, Germany: Springer International
Publishing, Oct. 2015, pp. 166–173
and is currently in revision as an extended journal article.
6.1 Introduction
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a non-invasive magnetic resonance imaging
technique with the unique ability to probe tissue microstructure in vivo, by
measuring its hinderance to water diffusion [12]. The water diffusion process
is sensitive to the cellular structure of the surrounding tissue, in particular
the presence of cell membranes and intracellular organelles [15]. DWI is
applied in both neuroscientific research and clinical practice, for studying
brain organization, detecting pathology, and measuring disease progression.
The DWI signal can be represented in many ways, including the spherical
harmonics (SH) basis [59] and the cumulant expansion [53] of which diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) [33] is a special case. Parameters such as fractional
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anisotropy (FA) introduced in the context of such signal representations, are
sensitive to changes in the underlying tissue microstructure. However, their
interpretation at the cellular level is less straightforward.
In an effort to provide more specific measures, a myriad of models have been
introduced that relate the measured signal to neural tissue structure. These
models typically decompose the diffusion signal into cellular compartments, such
as intra- and extra-axonal space or free water [72], weighted by their respective
volume fractions. Similarly, nonnegativity-constrained spherical deconvolution
(CSD) adopts a single fibre compartment of fixed anisotropy, the fibre response
function (RF), which contributes linearly and independently to the DWI signal
across all fibre orientations in the voxel [88, 91]. Deconvolution then facilitates
estimating the orientation distribution function (ODF) of fibres in that voxel,
a metric of apparent fibre density (AFD) in white matter [113, 117]. CSD
was later extended to multi-tissue (MT-)CSD [118], which incorporates partial
voluming with adjacent tissues that are not adequately modelled by the fibre
response function [109, 110]. Each tissue compartment is then characterized by
a fixed response function, assumed to be known a priori.
The work in this chapter generalizes MT-CSD to a blind source separation
problem, akin to nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF). NMF decomposes
each input vector as a nonnegative linear combination of unknown source
vectors. Similarly, our approach expands the diffusion signal in a basis of
response functions, adapted to the tissue structure and to the DWI data at
hand. The resulting components can be associated to known tissues, and
generalize to certain types of pathology. As such, our method strikes a balance
between signal representation and tissue modelling: it seeks a decomposition that
closely represents the data, subject to minimal constraints that give structural
interpretation to the component basis functions.
In addition, this method addresses a very practical problem regarding multi-
tissue CSD, namely estimating response functions from the data at hand.
Originally, white matter (WM) fibre response functions were fitted to the DWI
data in a single-fibre mask of high FA, after reorientation of the diffusion tensor
eigenvectors [88, 91]. Alternative recursive approaches have been introduced,
which segment single-fibre voxels and reorient the data based on the peaks of
the fODFs iteratively [92, 93], or which calibrate the kernel anisotropy in each
voxel separately under sparsity constraints [104]. However, these techniques
do not directly generalize to other tissue types, such as grey matter (GM)
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Current literature therefore relies on tissue
segmentation of T1-weighted images (T1) to define GM and CSF kernels, which
requires the T1 to be aligned to the DWI data [118]. As this is rarely the
case in practice, direct DWI tissue segmentation methods have been introduced
independently and simultaneously, based on sparsity-constrained NMF [263] or
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convexity-constrained NMF [23, Appendix A] of the isotropic mean DWI signal
per shell. These methods circumvent T1 requirement and are thus applicable in
any reference frame without external input, but still rely on the diffusion tensor
model for reorienting the DWI data in each single-fibre voxel. Here, we account
for the full anisotropy of the DWI signal by extending NMF to convolution in
spherical harmonics.
In related work, Xie et al. [264] applied NMF to single-shell diffusion tensor data.
Reisert et al. [265] have introduced a more general dictionary learning method
that imposes sparsity on the tissue ODFs. In contrast to their approach, we do
not impose any constraints on the ODFs except for nonnegativity. Instead, we
constrain the tissue RFs to be convex combinations of the data voxels. As such,
physical plausibility of the tissue responses is ensured in a purely data-driven
manner.
Extending our previous conference paper [27], we made improvements to the
initialization, the optimization, and the convergence criterion, improving the
overall performance and speed of the algorithm. The accuracy and precision of
our convexity- and nonnegativity-constrained spherical factorization (CNSF)
technique are evaluated in Monte Carlo simulations at various noise levels. In
addition, we include results on healthy brain data, both in vivo and ex vivo,
and in the presence of pathology, and show that the decomposition can be
associated to known anatomy.
6.2 Method
6.2.1 Multi-tissue spherical convolution
As explained in Section 2.4.3, multi-tissue spherical convolution [91, 118] assumes
linear partial volume effect (PVE) to decompose the DWI signal into N tissue
components, each of which is the spherical convolution of a response function
(RF) and an orientation distribution function (ODF). The response function
is an axially symmetric function Ht,b(θ) that is constant for each component
t and that characterizes the signal anisotropy and attenuation across b-values.
The ODF Ft(θ, φ) is a nonnegative function on the sphere that determines the
local directionality and density of that particular component in the voxel. As
such, the diffusion signal Sb(g) in each voxel, for gradient direction g and given
b-value, becomes
Sb(g) ≈
N∑
t=1
(Ht,b ∗ Ft)(g) . (6.1)
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All functions are commonly represented in the basis of real, symmetric spherical
harmonics (SH) of maximum order ℓmax [90, 91, 118]. As such, the convolution
reduces to a multiplication of the coefficients of corresponding order ℓ, i.e.,
sb(ℓ,m) =
∑
t
√
4π
2ℓ+1ht,b(ℓ) ft(ℓ,m) with ℓ ∈ {0, 2, . . . , ℓmax} and m ∈ [−ℓ, ℓ].
The response functions are axially-symmetric, and therefore constrained to the
spherical harmonics of phase m = 0, known as zonal harmonics (ZH).
For this work, we structure the SH coefficients of the DWI signal in tensor S¯,
indexed by the voxel v and shell b, and rewrite (6.1) as
S¯ ≈ H¯ ⊛ F¯
ℓ,m
b
v
ℓ
b
t
ℓ,m
t
v
. (6.2)
In this equation, H¯ contains the ZH coefficients of the response functions,
indexed by component t and shell b. F¯ contains the SH coefficients of the ODFs,
indexed by voxel v and component t. The operator ⊛ is introduced to denote
spherical convolution in the SH basis, and corresponds to the matrix product
of every slice F·,·,(ℓ,m) with slice H·,·,ℓ of corresponding order ℓ. Note that the
ℓ = 0 coefficients of F¯ represent the isotropic volume fraction or density of each
tissue.
6.2.2 Convexity- and nonnegativity-constrained spherical fac-
torization
Considering both the response functions H¯ and the ODFs F¯ as unknown,
expression (6.2) can be seen as a blind source separation problem akin to
nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF), in which a data matrix is decomposed
as the product of a source matrix and a nonnegative weight matrix [176, 266,
267]. In this case, the unknown sources are the response functions of separate
components, the weights are the associated ODFs, and we aim to find
H¯⋆, F¯ ⋆ = arg min
(H¯,F¯ )
‖S¯ − H¯ ⊛ F¯‖2F (6.3)
s.t. A fv,t,· ≥ 0 .
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The matrix A evaluates the SH basis across a dense set of directions, to impose
nonnegativity of the estimated ODFs denoted by vector slices fv,t,·. The vector
fv,t,· thus contains the ODF SH coefficients at index (v, t). The only parameters
in this framework are the number of components N and the maximal harmonic
order ℓmax of each component.
However, the solution to (6.3) is not unique. As illustrated in Fig. 6.1, the
response functions H¯ span a N -gonal simplicial cone in the high-dimensional
data space, radiating outwards from the origin 0. Only voxels “within” this cone
are represented exactly; data points “outside” this cone give rise to the residual
under minimization in (6.3). As such, any combination of RFs that envelops
all observed data points gives rise to a zero residual, but may not necessarily
be physically meaningful. Therefore, we impose a convexity constraint [232],
which ensures that all sources Ht are a convex combination of the measured
signal after reorientation. In other words, the convexity constraint ensures that
all response functions are observed in the data, typically in voxels with low
PVE in both spatial and angular domains. The RFs are thus represented as a
contracted tensor-matrix product along the dimension of voxels v:
WH¯ Z¯ ×v=
v
v
t
bb t
ℓℓ
, (6.4)
such that each coefficient ht,b,ℓ = z·,b,ℓ ·wt,·. with voxel weights W ≥ 0 and
‖wt,·‖1 = 1. The auxiliary tensor Z¯ contains the coefficients of the best fitting
zonal harmonics to the data S¯, across all possible orientations of a symmetry axis.
These best fitting zonal harmonics are precomputed in each voxel, by reorienting
the signal such that axis (θ, φ) coincides with the z-axis and evaluating the
residual as the energy across coefficients of phase m 6= 0. This residual is an
antipodally symmetric function on the sphere, and its minimum is selected with
an exhaustive search across a dense set of directions. For a corpus callosum
voxel, the result typically resembles a single-fibre white matter response function.
For voxels in grey matter or CSF regions, the best fitting zonal harmonic is
more isotropic.
6.2.3 Optimization
The resulting factorization problem is computed iteratively, alternately solving
for F¯ given H¯, and for H¯ – implicitly represented by W – given F¯ . This
procedure is initialized with k-means and repeated until convergence.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the simplicial cone spanned by 3 response functions
(RF) shown in red, green, and blue, and projected into a 3-dimensional subspace.
The best fitting zonal harmonic in each voxel is similarly depicted in this
subspace in black. Data points scattered within the simplicial cone are exactly
represented as nonnegative combinations of the RFs. Data points outside this
cone can not be represented exactly and give rise to a residual fitting error. The
convexity constraint ensures that all RFs are convex combinations of the data
points, i.e., located within the point cloud itself and typically driven towards
its extremes throughout optimization.
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Initialization The response functions H¯ are initialized with spherical k-means
clustering of the best-fitting zonal harmonics Z¯. Spherical k-means [268] is
identical to the standard k-means algorithm [269], but uses the cosine distance
instead of the Euclidian distance between data points. Because of Parseval’s
theorem in spherical harmonics, this metric minimizes intra-cluster covariance.
The initialization is therefore independent of scaling effects, similar to any
nonnegative factorization method. Moreover, this k-means initialization obeys
the convexity constraint: there exists a W (0) for which the initialization H¯(0) =
Z¯ ×v W (0).
In addition, the initialization is adapted to N response functions of given ℓmax
each, by projecting all centroids to the appropriate subspace in each k-means
iteration. The appropriate subspace is chosen by selecting the permutation of
centroids that minimizes the projection residual. Finally, since k-means itself
is randomly initialized, the entire procedure is repeated 10 times to ensure
robustness, and the result of minimal residual is selected.
Solve for F¯ (k) Given response functions H¯(k), the tissue ODFs become
F¯ (k) = argmin
F¯
‖S¯ − H¯(k) ⊛ F¯‖2F (6.5)
s.t. A fv,t,· ≥ 0 .
When unfolding all tensors along the dimensions of shells and SH coefficients,
this results in a constrained least squares problem for every voxel v. This
minimization problem is solved with quadratic programming (QP) subject to
non-negativity constraints on F¯ . Expression (6.5) is identical to multi-shell
multi-tissue spherical deconvolution [118].
Solve for H¯(k+1) Subsequently, given ODFs F¯ (k), the new response functions
become
W (k+1) = argmin
W
‖S¯ − (Z¯ ×v W )⊛ F¯ (k)‖2F (6.6)
s.t. W ≥ 0
‖wt,·‖1 = 1 .
This expression is cast as one global constrained least squares problem, by
unfolding all tensors across voxels, shells, and SH coefficients. The optimal
RF weights W are then computed with QP, using an interior point method
initialized with the solution of the previous iteration.
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Convergence The alternating least squares optimization procedure is repeated
until the residual r(k) = ‖S¯ − H¯(k) ⊛ F¯ (k)‖2F converges to a stable minimum.
The convergence criterion is met when the relative decrease in residual (r(k) −
r(k+1))/r(k) is smaller than a threshold ǫ = 0.5%.
6.2.4 Implementation
The procedure was implemented in Python, using custom code for evaluating
the SH basis and CVXOPT [270] for QP optimization. Each shell is weighted
by its number of gradient directions, in order to equalize their respective noise
levels. For practical purposes, the iterative procedure is run on a subset of 1000
voxels, randomly selected across a brain mask after applying a 3-pass erosion
filter. Afterwards, the ODFs are computed for the entire image based on the
resulting RFs H¯⋆ in a single run of minimization problem 6.5.
6.3 Validation
6.3.1 Phantom simulation
The accuracy and precision of the proposed technique are evaluated in a
simulated phantom, consisting of 3 components with geometry shown in Fig. 6.2.
Component 1 mimics anisotropic WM, represented at ℓmax = 8. Components 2
and 3 mimic GM and CSF respectively, both simulated as isotropic tissues
at ℓmax = 0. DWI data are subsequently simulated with ground-truth RFs,
originally estimated from in vivo data.
1. The phantom geometry is generated on a 100× 100 voxel grid. WM fibre
ODFs are simulated by adding Dirac-δ functions in the SH basis.
2. Noise-free DWI data is simulated with forward convolution according to
(6.1). The resulting DWI data is the subsampled to a 20× 20 voxel grid
to induce partial voluming.
3. The DWI signal is then sampled with a uniform gradient scheme adapted
to multi-shell data [271]. This scheme contains 150 gradient directions: 5
unweighted images (b = 0), 20 diffusion-weighted images at b = 1000 s/mm2,
45 images at b = 2000 s/mm2, and 80 images at b = 3000 s/mm2.
4. Finally, Rician noise is added to all data, for signal-to-noise ratios (SNR)
ranging from 5 to ∞. SNR is defined w.r.t. the mean b = 0 intensity of
WM.
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Figure 6.2: Simulated phantom dataset. Top row: ground-truth tissue ODFs
of simulated WM, GM, and CSF components. Middle row: ODFs obtained
with the presented factorization method at SNR = 20. Bottom row: root-mean-
squared error between estimated and ground-truth ODFs.
6.3.2 Accuracy and precision
Applying the proposed method, each noisy realization of the phantom is
factorized in 3 components, one at ℓmax = 8 and two at ℓmax = 0. In
Fig. 6.2, the resulting tissue ODFs in one such realization at SNR 20 are
illustrated and compared to the ground truth, after convolution of the
latter with apodized point spread functions to remove negative side lobes
[239]. Their difference is measured with the root-mean-squared (RMS) value
Erms(f) =
√∫
S2
f2(θ, φ)dΩ = ‖f‖2/
√
4π of spherical function f(θ, φ) with
SH coefficients f , where the second identity follows from Parseval’s theorem.
Fig. 6.2 shows that all components are successfully recovered, including the
orientational structure in component 1. The RMS error is highest in the
anisotropic component, particularly in regions of partial voluming, and lowest
in component 3.
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Figure 6.3: Accuracy ± precision of the estimated RFs (top) and ODFs (bottom)
in Monte-Carlo simulations (blue lines). The ODF is compared to direct MT-
CSD with the ground truth RFs (green dashed lines).
Accuracy and precision of CNSF are measured by repeating this procedure
across 100 noise instances at each given SNR. Accuracy of each RF and ODF
is defined as the RMS error between the mean result of all noise realizations
and the ground truth, relative to the RMS value of the ground truth itself.
Precision is defined as the mean RMS error between each RF or ODF and its
mean across noise instances, relative to the RMS value of that mean RF or
ODF. In addition, direct MT-CSD with the ground truth RFs is applied in
all noise simulations, and similarly compared to the ground truth ODFs. The
results are plotted in Fig. 6.3, and show that accuracy and precision improve
with increasing SNR. The relative RMS error of all RFs reduces to zero at SNR
= ∞. The ODF error is never entirely eliminated due to the nonnegativity
constraint, but does converge to the same accuracy of MT-CSD. Notably, the
accuracy of CNSF outperforms MT-CSD in the low-SNR range. Their precision
is in the same range. This indicates that CNSF adapts the estimated RF to the
Rician noise distribution.
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6.4 Data and results
6.4.1 Data and preprocessing
Dataset 1 Data of a neurologically healthy subject were provided by the
WU-Minn Human Connectome Project (HCP) [202]. The diffusion data consist
of 3 × 90 gradient directions at b-values 1000, 2000, and 3000 s/mm2 and 18
non-diffusion-weighted images (b = 0), at an isotropic voxel size of 1.25mm, and
was corrected for motion, eddy current, and EPI distortions [214]. In addition,
a T1 of isotropic voxel size 0.7mm is available in the same reference frame. All
data are corrected for intensity inhomogeneity using the T1 bias field estimated
with FSL FAST [213].
Dataset 2 A multi-shell HARDI dataset of a healthy volunteer was acquired
with b-values 700, 1000 and 2800 s/mm2 along 25, 40 and 75 directions respectively,
and 8 b = 0 images. In addition, 3 b = 0 images were acquired with reverse-
phase encoding. The isotropic voxel size equals 2.5mm, TR = 7800ms, TE =
90ms [54]. The diffusion dataset was corrected for motion, eddy current, and
EPI distortion using FSL EDDY and TOPUP [215, 272], as well as intensity
inhomogeneity with N4 bias field estimation [273]. In addition, a T1 image is
acquired at voxel size 1× 1× 1.2mm and rigidly coregistered to the corrected
DWI.
Dataset 3 This dataset originates from a patient who suffered a grade IV
glioma in the right temporal lobe, and was acquired after tumour resection.
The acquisition protocol is identical to that of dataset 2, except for the absence
of reverse-phase encoded b = 0 images. DWI images are therefore not corrected
for EPI distortion and not accurately aligned to T1.
Dataset 4 DWI data of an ex vivo rhesus macaque brain were provided by
the Duke Center for In Vivo Microscopy. The original acquisition, described in
Calabrese et al. [274], consisted of a high-resolution DTI dataset and a HARDI
dataset of lower resolution. The former contains 12 DWI volumes at b-value
1500 s/mm2 and a single b = 0 image, at an isotropic voxel size of 130µm. The
latter consists of 30 DWI volumes at b = 4000 s/mm2 and one b = 0 image, at an
isotropic voxel size of 200µm. The high-resolution DTI dataset is subsampled
to the HARDI resolution after affine registration of their corresponding b = 0
images.
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6.4.2 Results
First, the presented DWI factorization method is applied to healthy human
brain datasets 1 and 2. In line with the validation experiment, we select
3 components: one anisotropic component at ℓmax = 8 and two isotropic
components at ℓmax = 0. In dataset 1, a single run in a subset of 1000 randomly
selected voxels took 8 iterations until convergence, or 4min 59 s on a standard
desktop. In dataset 2, a single run took 13 iterations in 3min 20 s. The precision
of the anisotropic RF equals 3.3% in dataset 1 and 5.6% in dataset 2. Hence,
this random subsampling enables fast convergence while maintaining sufficient
robustness.
The resulting decomposition in RFs and ODFs is shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5.
Figure 6.4 visualizes the ODFs of all components in the full images. In both
datasets, anisotropic component 1 is strongly associated with WM and its ODF
lobes are well aligned with the expected fibre structure. Similarly, components 2
and 3 are associated with GM and CSF contrasts. Since both components
are imposed isotropic, their ODFs are isotropic volume fraction maps that
correspond to the ℓ = 0 SH coefficient. Note that CNSF produces these
components in random order, and we manually sorted them for WM, GM,
CSF correspondence. Figure 6.5a-b depicts the resulting RFs, which resemble
the anisotropy and attenuation expected of those tissues. Figure 6.5c shows
that the residual decreases throughout optimization and converges rapidly.
Finally, Fig. 6.5d plots voxel weights W that represent the estimated RFs upon
convergence. As shown, these weights evolve to a sparse combination of voxels,
consistent with theoretical proof [232].
Next, we compare the results to MT-CSD as implemented in MRtrix31 [124].
A single-fibre WM RF and isotropic GM and CSF RFs are estimated from
the DWI data based on a T1 tissue segmentation as described in Jeurissen et
al. [118]. The WM single-fibre mask is obtained with an iterative procedure
based on Tournier et al. [92]. These WM, GM, and CSF response functions
are depicted in dashed lines in Fig. 6.5. As shown, the RFs estimated with
CNSF exhibit similar attenuation across b-values, up to a scaling factor. The
anisotropic RF of component 1 closely resembles the WM RF when rescaled
to equalize their b = 0 shells. In addition, Fig. 6.5c shows that the residual of
CNSF upon convergence is smaller than the residual of MT-CSD, indicating
that a better fit of the data is obtained. In Figures 6.6 and 6.7, the ODF of
component 1 is compared to the WM fibre ODF obtained with MT-CSD. Both
are qualitatively very similar, showing fibre structure and partial voluming
1J-D Tournier, Brain Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia, https://github.com/
MRtrix3/mrtrix3
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Figure 6.4: Factorization results with 3 components in healthy human brain
datasets 1 and 2: Axial slices of the orientation distribution function (ODF) of
each component. ODF 1 includes directional information associated with white
matter fibre structure, ODF 2 and 3 are isotropic and are associated with GM,
and CSF volume fractions.
with adjacent tissue types. Therefore, the proposed DWI factorization method
enables the benefits of multi-tissue deconvolution, without relying on T1 or
external inputs.
In dataset 3, which contains residual edema, a decomposition in 4 components
was chosen, 3 of which are constrained to isotropic RFs. As can be seen in
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, the anisotropic component is again associated with WM,
whereas the first isotropic components is associated with GM and the second
one with CSF. Notice how this component detects CSF in the surgical cavity, as
well as in the ventricles. The third isotropic component is associated with edema
in the area surrounding the resected tumour. As shown in Fig. 6.9, the WM
fibre ODF detected in component 1 traverses this region homogeneously. While
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Figure 6.5: Factorization results with 3 components in dataset 1 (top) and in
dataset 2 (bottom). (a) The anisotropic response function (RF) of component
1 (full lines) compared to the WM SF response (dashed lines) after equalizing
their b = 0 amplitudes. (b) The RF attenuation across shells (full), compared to
WM, GM, and CSF response functions (dashed). (c) The residual throughout
optimization (blue curve), compared to the residual of MT-CSD (green dashed
level). (d) Voxel weights encoding the estimated RFs.
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Figure 6.6: The ODF of the anisotropic CNSF component in dataset 1, compared
to the white matter fibre ODF obtained with multi-tissue CSD. A close-up of
the WM-GM interface shows fibres running through the gyrus and protruding
into cortical grey matter. In both cases, explicit modelling of partial volume
contamination produces a clean result with little spurious fibre directions.
CNSF is not directly intended for lesion segmentation, this result illustrates
how an unsupervised approach can discriminate pathology and adapt to outliers
in abnormal data.
Finally, the ex vivo brain in dataset 4 contains little CSF. As shown in Figs. 6.10
and 6.11, factorization into two components produces ODFs associated with
WM and GM. At the exceptional spatial resolution in this dataset, multi-tissue
decomposition reveals WM fibres traversing distal gyri and protruding into
cortical GM. For example, Fig. 6.12 shows ODF 1 in a coronal slice of the
temporal lobe, overlaid onto the volume fraction of component 2. Similarly,
Fig. 6.13 shows ODF 1 in the cerebellum, and reveals a tree-like branching fibre
structure.
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Figure 6.7: The ODF of the anisotropic CNSF component in dataset 2, compared
to the white matter fibre ODF obtained with multi-tissue CSD. A close-up of the
semioval centre shows that unsupervised CNSF factorization recovers intra-voxel
fibre crossings highly similar to results of supervised MT-CSD deconvolution. In
the ventricles and at the WM-CSF interface, little partial volume contamination
is observed.
6.5 Discussion
6.5.1 Unsupervised DWI factorization
As a direct extension of convex nonnegative matrix factorization [232] to
spherical data, CNSF is an unsupervised method: it aims to discover structure
in the data, without additional input. The data is represented in a generative
model predicated on two minimal assumptions. First, CNSF assumes linear
partial voluming between a set of tissue components, each represented by a
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Figure 6.8: Response functions of 4 factorization components in dataset 3, one
anisotropic component (RF 1) and three isotropic components (RF 2 – RF 4).
RF 1 has the oblate shape characterizing of single-fibre white matter. RF 2 and
RF 3 have signal attenuations expected of GM and CSF respectively. Finally,
RF 4 has an attenuation profile between CSF and GM, associated with edema.
rotationally-invariant response function. Second, it assumes that these response
functions are plausible, i.e., evidence of their existence must be found in the
data.
MT-CSD [118] also adopts the first assumption, but additionally assumes that
all RFs are known a priori or estimated from the data using a prior tissue
segmentation. Therefore, we consider MT-CSD a supervised method that
estimates tissue ODFs specifically related to the input tissue types. In contrast,
CNSF looks for general components that best explain the data under the stated
assumptions, fully unsupervised. While our results show that in many cases
these components are associated with known anatomy, this is never explicitly
enforced.
Hence, both methods have a different interpretation and therefore also serve a
different purpose. CNSF is primarily suited for exploratory analysis of multi-
shell DWI data in which a prior tissue segmentation is unknown or hard to obtain.
One example are cases where T1 is unavailable or not perfectly aligned to the
DWI data. As demonstrated in datasets 1 and 2, CNSF successfully decomposes
the DWI into WM, GM, and CSF-related contrasts, without requiring T1. A
second example are cases of pathology, in which the microstructure may be
altered to the extent that it is no longer accurately described by a WM-GM-
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Figure 6.9: (A–B) T1- and T2-weighted images of dataset 3, illustrating the
resected tumour and residual edema. (C–F) ODFs of components 1–4 obtained
with CNSF factorization. ODF 1 recovers white matter fibre orientation. ODF 2
is associated with grey matter. ODF 3 displays CSF contrast in the ventricles
and in the surgical cavity. ODF 4 highlights the edemous region surrounding
the resected tumour. (G–H) A close-up of this region in ODF 1, overlaid onto
component 4, shows WM fibres traversing the edemous area. A corresponding
close-up of the T2-weighted image is provided for reference.
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Figure 6.10: Response functions of 2 factorization components in dataset 4, one
anisotropic component (RF 1) and one isotropic components (RF 2). RF 1 is
asociated with single-fibre white matter. RF 2 is associated with grey matter.
Figure 6.11: Factorization into 2 components in dataset 4. The ODF of
anisotropic component 1 is shown on the left, and displays white matter fibre
structure. The ODF of isotropic component 2, shown on the right, is primarily
associated with grey matter.
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Figure 6.12: Coronal slice of the temporal lobe in dataset 4. The background
contrast is the volume fraction of component 2. Overlaid on top is the ODF
of component 1. ODF 1 shows longitudinal association fibres traversing white
matter and radiating into the grey matter cortex, and recovers anisotropic tissue
structure in the hippocampus.
CSF model. In some cases, such as our result of dataset 3, it may therefore be
beneficial to include additional components. A third example are in vivo or ex
vivo animal data or data of other organs, where the tissue structure differs from
human brain. As shown in dataset 4, CNSF may discover structure in such
data which is challenging to obtain with existing techniques that assume prior
information.
6.5.2 Model selection
The main parameters to select in our approach are the number of components
and the SH order ℓmax of each component. In this chapter, we selected one
anisotropic (ℓmax = 8) and two isotropic (ℓmax = 0) components for healthy
human brain data, in line with Jeurissen et al. [118]. However, in other datasets
it may be beneficial to use different settings. The question then arises how one
should determine the optimal number of components to use. This problem is
generally known as model selection or rank selection.
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Figure 6.13: Sagittal slice of the cerebellum in dataset 4. The background
contrast is the volume fraction of component 2. Overlaid on top is the ODF
of component 1, which shows the branching structure of the arbor vitae in
cerebellar white matter.
Model selection provides a trade-off between goodness of fit and model
complexity. One approach is to use Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [275]
or the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [276] to select such trade-off.
Another option is cross-validation [277]. In our previous conference paper [27],
we applied BIC to suggest the required number of components (Fig. 6.14).
However, different model selection criteria are not always in agreement with
each other, and which one to use remains an open question. Therefore, in this
work the number of components is selected empirically, based on the nature of
the data.
6.5.3 Future perspectives
The presented DWI factorization method lends itself to a number of applications
not yet explored in the current work. A first example is factorization of multi-
modal data that includes DWI. T1-weighted, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR), MR spectroscopy metabolite contrasts, or any other scalar image
can be included as additional isotropic “shells” in the input tensor S¯, provided
they are co-registered with the DWI data. Such multi-modal approach may be
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Figure 6.14: Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as a function of the model
complexity [27]. The blue curve plots the BIC for 1 to 5 anisotropic components
of order ℓmax = 10, the bottom plot shows the BIC for 1 anisotropic component
of order ℓmax = 10 and 0 to 4 isotropic components (ℓmax = 0).
particularly beneficial for tissue differentiation in pathology, as demonstrated
in brain tumours and high-grade gliomas in particular [278–280]. In contrast to
those earlier studies, CNSF leverages the full directional nature of the signal and
assumes linearity at the level of the acquisition, rather than in derived parameters
such as FA. A multi-modal approach may also “augment” single-shell DWI data
to facilitate multi-tissue decomposition. Secondly, CNSF can be extended to
population studies by including voxels across many subjects in the data tensor S¯.
As such, the resulting tissue response functions provide an optimal representation
of the entire dataset, while the ODFs are quantitatively comparable across
subjects. Finally, the presented DWI factorization method may have interesting
applications in other organs, such as cardiac tissue or prostate tissue, in which
current supervised techniques are not directly applicable.
6.6 Conclusion
This work introduced a generalization of multi-tissue spherical deconvolution as a
blind source separation problem, formulated as convex nonnegative factorization
in the SH basis. Like CSD, our approach assumes non-negativity of the tissue
ODFs and spatial invariance of their RFs, but jointly optimizes the RFs instead
of assuming them as known.
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Appendix: Multi-modal CNSF with applications in
single-shell data
The number of tissue classes is inherently limited by the number of shells
(b-values) in the data. A 3-tissue model for healthy human brain thus requires
multi-shell data. Yet, in many cases only “single-shell” (b = 0 and b = X) data
is available. Here we augment unsupervised tissue decomposition to multi-modal
data. Specifically, we include a T1-weighted image (T1) in the framework of
convexity-constrained non-negative spherical factorization (CNSF) and illustrate
its applicability for decomposing single-shell DWI into WM, GM and CSF.
Method
Multi-modal data is incorporated in the decomposition as additional isotropic
channels, akin to the b = 0 image, under the same assumption of linear partial
voluming. As such, the estimated tissue RFs will include the expected T1-
intensity. The tissue ODFs remain unchanged, and characterize both density
(integral across the sphere) and directional structure. In all experiments, shell
weights are set to their respective number of DWI volumes. The T1 is arbitrarily
assigned a weight corresponding to 100 DWI volumes.
Results
First, we compare unsupervised tissue decomposition of multi-shell DWI with
and without including T1. The RFs, shown in the top and middle rows of
Fig. 6.15, are similar and correspond well with the ground-truth RFs, estimated
with a MT-CSD. Figure 6.16 shows the ODFs of the estimated tissue components.
In both cases, the anisotropic component is associated with WM, two isotropic
components are associated with GM and CSF. When including T1, the WM
fraction is more sharply delineated, while GM becomes slightly fuzzier. In the
ventricles, the CSF component is sensitive to Gibbs-ringing artefacts in the T1.
Secondly, we evaluate 3-tissue decomposition in single-shell DWI, augmented
with T1. The RFs are plotted in Fig. 6.15, bottom row. Figure 6.17 shows
the reconstructed ODFs in different shells, compared to single-shell CSD [91].
WM, GM, and CSF are effectively separated, even at low b-values. Close-ups of
the WM ODF, reconstructed from b = 2800 s/mm, are shown in Fig. 6.18, and
indicate improved handling of partial voluming with respect to single-shell CSD,
akin to multi-tissue CSD and CNSF.
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Figure 6.15: Response functions estimated with CNSF in dataset 1, compared
to ground truth (dashed lines). Top: multi-shell DWI. Middle: multi-shell
DWI + T1 anatomical image. Bottom: single-shell DWI + T1, for each shell
separately.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison between CNSF of multi-shell DWI with and without
T1 anatomical data in dataset 2.
Discussion
Our results show that augmenting single-shell DWI with T1 provides the
necessary contrast to discriminate three tissue components, associated with
WM, GM, and CSF. While related work has used a T1-segmentation to adapt
the CSD response function locally [281], our approach instead finds a set
of tissue RFs that explain the data (DWI and T1), without requiring prior
segmentation. The comparison with single-shell CSD in Fig. 6.17 shows that even
at low b-values, where CSF signal yields large fibre ODFs in the ventricles, our
method is able to reconstruct fibre ODFs with no observable CSF contamination.
Similarly, Fig. 6.18 illustrates that the multi-tissue decomposition accounts for
partial voluming, and ultimately benefits ODF reconstruction and subsequent
tractography [23, 118].
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Figure 6.17: Left: Tissue ODFs estimated from T1 and single-shell DWI in
dataset 2, estimated with CNSF. Right: Fibre ODF of single-shell CSD.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of the proposed method to multi-shell CNSF and
single-shell CSD in dataset 1. Coronal slice of the left frontal superior gyrus
(top) and the semioval centre (bottom), overlaid on the T1-image.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
7.1 Summary discussion
Imaging neural micro- and macro-structure in vivo is of high relevance to
research and clinical practice alike. Diffusion-weighted MRI offers a unique
means towards this goal, but requires dedicated image analysis pipelines adapted
to the spherical nature of the signal in each voxel. In addition, analysis methods
are complicated by large partial voluming, low SNR, acquisition artefacts, and
the complexity of the brain itself.
In this thesis, we improved state-of-the-art image analysis methods for DWI,
both at local (voxel) and global (image) scale. A constant throughout our
work has been to avoid relying on parametric or biophysical models, opting
for a data-driven approach instead. To clarify, we do not object to models as
such—in fact, any set of assumptions can be considered a model, including
those used in this thesis—but wish to limit the model to its bare essentials,
with minimal prior assumptions related to the image and the imaging process
(the data). For instance, one may assume antipodal symmetry of DWI data,
linear partial voluming in both spatial and angular domains, and little to no
intercompartmental exchange on the time scale of the acquisition. Further
assuming that the diffusion characteristics of neural fibres are identical across
the brain leads to the spherical convolution model [88] upon which most of our
work is founded. Data-driven approaches give rise to sensitive measures of white
matter volume and its diffusion properties in normal and pathologic brain [113].
Biophysical models, on the other hand, intend to provide specific measures
of white matter microstructure, assuming a model of diffusion in individual
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cellular compartments. While there is a certain appeal to such microstructural
measures, their estimates heavily depend on the model design and its implicit
assumptions, which are hard to validate or even known to be untrue. Therefore,
we prefer a more conservative perspective in which biophysical properties are
as much as possible estimated from and thus adapted to the data at hand.
7.1.1 Global tractography
In Chapter 3, we applied this data-driven perspective to global tractography,
incorporating a multi-shell fibre response function, estimated from the data,
in the generative segment model and additionally adopting a multi-tissue
model [118] of linear partial voluming with isotropic GM and CSF. As such,
we integrated local spherical deconvolution and global optimization into one
comprehensive framework, suitable for a diverse range of datasets. Our
implementation was made publicly available as part of MRtrix31.
This integrated optimization framework serves a dual purpose. On the one hand
the local tissue geometry is informed by spatial regularization stemming from
the surrounding global fibre structure, improving robustness in data of limited
resolution and SNR. This increased robustness ultimately benefits the track
reconstruction as well. Indeed, validation results in simulated data demonstrated
increased specificity of the tractometer connectivity metrics, outperforming
state-of-the-art streamline and global approaches, particularly in data of low
SNR.
On the other hand, the global track density is informed by the local apparent fibre
density in the data, paving the way towards quantitative tractography of white
matter structure and connectivity. Ensuring such quantitative correspondence
between track density and the DWI data is a first requirement for reliable
structural connectomics. A second requirement is that all tracks effectively
connect grey matter regions, i.e., that no end points in white matter occur. Such
anatomical constraints are currently not yet enforced in our global tractography
framework, and a topic of future work.
7.1.2 Population priors and atlases
In Chapter 4, we investigated whether tractography could benefit from a
model of the expected anatomy in the form of an atlas, as learned from a
representative subject population. Such atlas-based analysis is popular and
successful in segmentation and label fusion, hence by analogy we hypothesized
1http://www.mrtrix.org
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that atlas priors may be helpful in tractography too. We demonstrated that
global tractography is well suited for incorporating atlas priors, and explored
both a local prior of the expected track orientation distribution in each voxel
and a global prior of the labelled fibre bundle to which tracks belong.
Our experiments showed greatest benefit with a global labelling prior, which
facilitates joint bundle segmentation in addition to excluding false positive fibres.
While the local TOD prior may also reduce spurious fibres and robustify the
reconstruction, its current sum-of-squared error metric may bias the predicted
fibre density in pathology. The global label prior does not suffer from this
limitation, and actually contributes a new source of information that cannot be
extracted otherwise. Of course, both local and global priors will still be sensitive
to morphological pathology such as tumour mass effect, but we argue that this
issue needs to be addressed at the registration level. The foremost limitation of
atlas-guided tractography then becomes the atlas itself, which needs to capture
the full richness of the expected track configuration and its variability.
In Chapter 5, we therefore looked at atlas construction and addressed some of
the challenges it presents. First, we introduced a novel approach to groupwise
diffeomorphic track set registration leveraging a TOD representation. Such
direct registration of subject tractograms outperforms registering the underlying
images in dense white matter regions, and could be particularly beneficial
in subjects with lesions or tumours that may complicate conventional image
registration. While the method was demonstrated with full-brain probabilistic
streamline tracking, it is equally applicable to global tractography and to
tractography of segmented white matter bundles.
Second, we developed a hybrid bundle segmentation method for streamline
tractography, using supervised machine learning classifiers in spectral embedding
space. While training data was extracted from a Freesurfer-parcellation with
so-called white matter queries [164], our results show that the proposed
hybrid approach succeeds to label incomplete or interrupted tracks based on
their similarity in the embedding space. Such semi-automated fibre-bundle
segmentation method could be employed for defining labelled white matter
atlases to be used as tractography prior. Ultimately, one may envisage an
iterative framework akin to Ziyan et al. [173], in which global tractography and
labelling recursively inform and improve each other.
7.1.3 Nonnegative DWI factorization
In Chapter 6, we returned to an essential, yet often overlooked, prerequisite
of data-driven DWI analysis: estimating the signal response of a single fibre
population or of any tissue sample in general. Such response functions are vital
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to both local and global fibre reconstruction, and typically obtained by means
of prior tissue segmentation of a T1 image. However, T1 and DWI data are
often not in spatial alignment with one another due to MRI distortions of the
latter, impeding typical pipelines for response function estimation. Rooted in
this rather practical motivation, we developed a novel method for multi-tissue
RF estimation solely based on DWI. The proposed methodology can nonetheless
be regarded as a more general blind source separation technique for spherical
data such as DWI, based on convexity-constrained nonnegative factorization.
We have shown that this factorization approach can successfully retrieve tissue
components associated with WM, GM, and CSF in normal brain data, in
vivo and ex vivo. In the presence of pathology, our method detected and
segmented edema as an additional component. These examples illustrate
tremendous potential of unsupervised DWI decomposition for analyzing data
of unknown tissue structure. For example, we expect this technique to be
applicable in cardiac DWI, possibly revealing myocardial fibre structure, or
in perinatal imaging, possibly revealing early white matter development and
myelination. Moreover, our method can be readily extended to multi-modal
data, enabling fusion with T1, Flair, MRS, etc. We have demonstrated one
successful application in which single-shell DWI was augmented with T1 data to
recover a 3-tissue model. Other possibilities may include pathology segmentation
and characterization in brain tumours.
7.2 Future perspectives
In addition to the possible extensions and improvements that were described in
each chapter, we conclude this thesis with an outlook of larger trends, challenges
and opportunities for diffusion-weighted imaging and neuroimaging in general.
Recent years have been marked by a shift towards high angular resolution and
multi-shell acquisition in research studies, facilitating the use of advanced signal
and microstructure models beyond the diffusion tensor. The next step is to
bring these higher order models to the clinic too, sparking growing interest
in compressed sensing and super-resolution techniques in MRI [282, 283]. In
addition, large-scale data gathering initiatives such as the Human Connectome
Project provide new opportunities for neuroscience and connectomics. However,
these datasets also entail new challenges for multi-modal and multi-centre data
fusion across large cohorts of subjects and patients. Furthermore, we expect
continued advances in DWI acquisition and preprocessing, including q-space
trajectory imaging [284], EPI distortion correction [272], denoising [225] and
Gibbs-ringing removal [285].
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Nonetheless, in vivo validation—or lack thereof—of local microstructure and
global connectivity remains a fundamental challenge in DWI analysis. Although
a new lipid-clearing microscopy technique known as CLARITY [195, 196] now
facilitates ex vivo imaging of large networks of neurons with unprecedented
ease and accuracy [197], the full brain microscopic connectome remains far off.
Meanwhile, the DWI community has been embroiled in a strongly opinionated
debate about biophysical models of microstructure. In the absence of a gold
standard, this running battle on which model is right may continue for some
time. However, as illustrated in this thesis and related studies, clinically relevant
information can still be extracted without strong model assumptions.
Therefore, we expect further improvements to data-driven DWI analysis and
increased use thereof in research and clinical practice. In addition, we expect
a growing interest in machine learning methods that could learn structure
in the data automatically and predict biomarkers directly. Future work can
explore supervised techniques for feature prediction [286–289] and expand these
to the spherical nature of DWI data. Unsupervised techniques such as the
blind factorization introduced in Chapter 6 may be adapted for microstructure
imaging, possibly incorporating sparsity priors or spatial regularization. The
latter could be imposed via a global tractography framework, unifying the
main contributions of this thesis into one comprehensive framework and hence
enabling truly multi-scale reconstruction of white matter fibres.
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